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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During recent years, rare earth ch~late solutions have 

attracted considerable attention as potential liquid laser 

materials. Ohelates of the rare earths, with such ligands 

as benzoylacetone (l-phenyl-1,3-butanedione) and dibenzoyl

methan:e (1, 3-diphenyl-l, 3-propanedione), were t' irst st.u died 

extensively by Crosby and Whan (20•25, 89). These workers 

described the energy transt'e·r processes involved in the 

fluoreso.ence and/or phosphorescence ot the tris chelates of 

the rare earths. Since t.heir reportsj several groups 

(4, 5, 6, 10, 11:i, 12, 59) have completed further studies of 

the factors affecting line emission (observed as f'lu'orescence) 

of these chelates. Several promising new ligands have b'een 

used, including thenoyltrifluoroacetone (4,4,4-trifluoro-1-

(2-thienyl)·l,3 .. butanedione). Much of the recent work has 

involved the strongly fluorescing tetrakis rare earth che .. 

lates .. 
. . 

Since potential laser materials have been of prime 

interest, attentian has centered upon europium ohelates, 

whicih em1t more intensely than ohelates.of' any of the other 

rare earths. 

With this background in the·literature, 1t aeeme~ 

highly probable 'that the fluorescence emission of' rare 

earth ohelates might be useful in analytical prooedurese 
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'l"b.e present study was undertaken in order to determine the 

feasibility of a sensitive 'qualitative determinat.ion of the 

rare earths by spectrofluorometric methods. In addition, 

digital data processing methods~ using available computer 

facilities, were tested ta determine whether a general pro

gram could be devised which would be of use in the identi

fication of the rare earths present in a complex mixtureo 

Several preliminary procedures were necessary before 

the actual flµorescence analysis could be studied. Ini

tially, a method was developed for the reproducible prep

aration of rare earth chelates of knewn composition. Next, 

a Farrand spectrofluorometer was obtained and modified to 

provide increased sensitivity and flexibility. After the 

basic operating characteristics of the instrument had been 

determined, it was calibrated by standard methods (27, 63). 

During investigations with the three types of chelates men

tioned abo~e, appropriate conditions were chosen for the 

fluoresoenoe procedures. The :f'luoresoence spectra obtained 

for rare earth chelates~ singly and in mixtures~ were cor

rected and plotted with the aid of' computer techniques. 

Oomputer methods were also used for the interpr&tation of 

the speatra of' multl-component solutions. 

The investigation reported here was confined to the 

qualitative analysis of the f'luo·rescing rare earthso ·This 

preliminary study indicated that it should be P.ossible to 

develop quantitative methods for rare earth analyses using 

the ·techniques which have been developed. However, addi

tion~l equipment and. further investigation will .. be required 
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to achieve the rapidity and accuracy desirable in a quanti

titive analysis. 

Speotrofluorometrio Ana,lysis 

·The.fundamental principles relating to spectrofluoro

metrio analysts have been reviewed by several authors (64, 

66) and will be only briefly s,ummarized here. It will be 
. . . 

helpful to. consider the electronic ene·rgy di;gram of a 

typical re.re earth chela,te molecule (Figure 1) in order to 

describe the nature of its fluorescence and/or phosphor-

escence emission. 

1--chelate levels--! 

trl 

A 
p 

~rare earth -I 
·4 f levels 

F 

resonance level 

ground state 
'· ( s lnglet} 

Figure lo Energy Levels for a Rare Earth Chelate 

As shewn abeve, energy is absorbed by the molecul·e (step A), 

exciting a chelate singlet level. Conversion to a chelate 

triplet state then occurs by a radiationless .transition 

(step B). The molecule may then undergo a. further radiation• 

less transition from the triplet state to an excited rare 
. ' 
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earth ion state. If a resonance level (the state from which 

line emission characteristic of the i~n can occur) of the 

ion is below the chelate triplet state, the energy is rapidly 

transferred to the resonance level. This radiationless 

transition may be direct (s~ep 0) or via other low-lying 4f 

levels (steps D and E).. Fluorea_eence ~hen occurs as a 

result of the transition from the rare earth 8 ·s resonance 

level to the ground state (step F) or to a lev'el slightly 

above the ground state which decays rapidly to the ground 

state. This latter behav1ior facilitates populat.i'on inversion 

and laser action. Howev~r, if the 1on 8 s lowest resonance 

level is above the chelate triplet state, fluorescence line 

emission is not possible. In this case 1 broad phosphore scenoe 

bands, characteri~tic of the ligand~ may be observed, due to 

a transition from the triplet state to the g~ound level (step 

P) .. When the two states are very close togetherj rapid 

intra.molecular transfers may lead to very low yields of 

fluorescence and/or phosphorescence in competition with 

energy losses by radiationless transitions .. It is therefore 

clear that fluorescence emission characteristic of the rare 

earth will occur only when the chelate employed has a trip

let level above the ion's lowest resonance levelo Therefore, 

selective excitation of the ions is made possible by suitable 

choices of ligands. 

The quantum efficiency of fluorescence is unity if all 

of the excited molecules return to the ground state via step 

F; otherwise, if energy is lost by radiationless transitions 

or collision ,witl;l. other molecules (quenching) it is less than 

unity. 
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The equations describing the intensity of fluorescence 

may be derived directly from the Bouguer - Beer lawo From 

the preceding discussion of the nature of fluorescence it 

is readily apparent that F, the total fluorescent intensit~ 

is equ~l to the intensity of light absorbed multiplied by 

the quantum efficiency of fluorescenceo 

I log T = -ecd 
0 

or I= I (10-ecd) 
0 

or I -I= I (l-10-ecd) 
0 0 

where Io = intensity of incident light 
I ::: intensity of transmitted light 

I •I = intensity of absorbed light 
0 

e = molar extinction coefficient 
c = concentration of absorbing specie 
d -. optical depth 

Therefore if'$ is the quantum efficiency of fluorescence 

or for very dilute .. solutions 

F = I 0 (2.3ecd)$. 

Therefore if. I 0 is constant, the fluorescent intensity is 

directly proportional to the concentration of the fluorescing 

specie so 
. . 

For these equations'to be meaningful when applied to a 

particular case, it is necessary to obtain a utrue 11 emission 

spectrum in whi.ch there(is no dependence upon the character-
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istics of the instrument used. Since a s,ingle beam spectra

fluorometer was employed, correction factors had to be deter

mined, expressing the spectral output of the source and the 

relative response of the detector as functions of frequency. 

Nomenclature 

In the cpntext of this thesis, the term ltrare earthslt 

will be considered ·to include the fourteen elements from 

.cerium to lutetium, and a general rare earth metal will be 

represented as M .. The llgands discussed Will also be referred 

to in abbreviated form, with l-phenyl-1,3-butanedione given 

as benzoylacetone or B, ~~3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedione as 

dibenzoyl~ethane or D, ·and 4,4,4~trifluoro-l-(2-thienyl)~ 

1,3-butanedione as thenoyltrifluoroacetone or TTA. The 

structures of these three materials are shown below. 

@-w-oH2-7i-oH3 
0 0 

B 

@-~-CH2-fi-@ 
0 0 

D 

CH- C-C-CH -C-CF 

II II ~ 2 ~ 3 

C~/(JH 

TTA 



OHAJ:>TE'R ! ~. 

HISTO:aIOAL 

Preparation of Rare Earth dhelates 

Several methods of preparation were reported during 

the early :trivest :tga:p :tons of the spectro scop :to properties 

of rare earth ch.elates. Th~ chelate products obtained 

were of v•rying and often uncertaiµ composition. Whan 

and Crosby (89) prepare,d hydrated· rare earth trisbenzoyl

acetonate s (JB3 2H20) by reaot.ing sodium benzoylacetonate 
i and a,rare ea.rt:h chloride in aqueous llledia. They also 

reported a preparation of rare earth trisdibenzoylmethides 

,(MD:3) 1n which an alcohol solution of the rare earth chloride 

t1as added to an alcohol solution of dibe:m..zoylmethane and 

piperidine. With this method, prolonged vacuum drying was 

nece~sary to remeve an extra mole of ligand .. A third prep

aration of tr:ts ch.el.ates, described by Sacoo:p.:t and Ercoli 
. ' 

(70), involved the combination of 13, rare earth.chloride and 
• • ! 

a chelat,ing agent (benzoylacetone) · in ammonia-1:1aturated 

ethanol.·· 
' 

,·:w:nen rare, earth ch.elates began to attract wider. interest 
. . . . ~ . . -

~s laser materials, several investigators (9, 73, 91); using 

~he above methods or variations of them,.repo;rted prepara

tions• at europium che'lates which seemed to be et unusual 

; ~--'· 

) 
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composition. It was soon found that by using a modifi

cation of the piperid1ne method described above, and elim

inating the drying step, a be.nzoylacetone q_helate yielding 

laser emission could be obtained. This chelate was identi

fied as an adduct of europium tris-benzoylacetonate with an 

extra molecule of benzoylaeetone and a piperidinium ion and 

may be written as MB4•HP, where P represents piperidine (3, 

9, 15, 71). Similar results were obtained for ohelates with 

dibenzoylmethane (14, 15) and thenoyltrifluoroacetane (15, 

76, 77), and later for ootacoordinate ohelates with a number 

of other ligands (3, 52). It has since been noted that the 

extra mqlecule of ligand, and a coordinated base, actually 

enhance fluorescence (9, 17, 55). This enhancement of 

emission may be attributed both to the minimization of 
.. 

quenching by the presence of an insulating sheath, and to 

an increase in the transition probability as the molecular 

symmetry is reduced. 

Pr.evieus Studies on Rare Earth Ohelates 
·-' 

The fluorescence of europium ohelates was first repor

ted by We i.ssman in 1942 ( 87), and the analyt ioal aspects of 

rare earth e~elate emission were investigated briefly in 

1957 (88). However, the chelate systems were not studied 
. ' . . 

extensively until the work of Crosby and co-workers (20-25, 

89) demonstrated the potential of ra.z-e earth ohelates as 

laser materials. Crosby and Whan investigated the fl11eres• 

cence and phosphorescence of a number of tris rare earth 

chelate's, and studied the intra.molecular energy transfer 
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prooesses leading to emissiono As noted earlier, flucres- · 

cenoe emission., ohara.oteristie of the rare earth ion; ooeurs 

after absorption by the chelate and radia.tionless transi

tions, via the c;hela.te triplet state, to the ion• s 4t elec_-

·'t;ronic levels. .Since a requirement of this mechanism: is 

that the chelate triplet state lie near to, or above, the 

resonance energy level of the rare earth ion, it·may be E3een 

that exoitation via energy transfer is a selective process. 

In this respect, it has been said that "the em~ssion from 

an ion may be turned on er oft by an appropriate ehoioe of 

complexing a.gent 0 (25) .. 

As a result of their observations~ Oro.sby and Whan were 

able to assign. en.argy levels tor the ligands_and the rare 

earth ions .. They also.proposed the use of rare ea.rt~ ell.e

lates as optical masers {lasers), since they may be opti

cally pumped, produ.ce bright line emission, and have an 

upper st~te llfet ime which allows the population invers.ion 

necessary tor laser actiono 

After these investigations,, several other groups ini'.lli-
• ' .!; j, . 

l• 

ated studie~ ot rare earth ohel~tes, speoiti~ally to eval

uate their properties as laser materials .. Europium 6he

lates hav~.been'the most thoroughly stud.led, since the 

enAropium. emission, primarily resulting from a 5l)0-+7F2 

transition, is sharper and mere intense than that of the 

ether rare earthso The preparati,on of the tetrakis ohelates 

was describ.ed, as noted earlier, and subsequent investiga

tion.a invol.ved both tris and tetrakis *'-diketone rare ~arth 

ohelates, as so.lids, in solution and as frozen glasses. The 
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properties of their fluorescence emission, including decay 

times an~ temperature dependence, have been. extensively 

discussed (4, 5, 6, 10, J.l, 12, 59) •. The enhancement st 

tluorescence intensity~ by an insulating sheath, Lewis bases, 
. . 

or deuterium substitution has also been observed by several 

greups, and the effects ef ligand· substl tuents have been 

in!estigated (3, 32, 36, 43, 44, 52). 

La!!Jer emission has been observed from europium. ohela.tes, 

and has been studied for several ligands, with varyin.g chem

ical and physical condition.a (9, 15, 47, 48, 49, 60, 71, 72, 

73, 75, 76, 77, 91). Fluorescence and laser emission has 

been found in vinyllc resin ma.trices as well as in more oon

ventio:nal media (31, 39, 51) •. Further related studies have 

be.en concerned with addi t'ional 'elucidation of eoordina.tion 

types and. ~nergy transfer pl"oeesse,s (7; 8, 14), and with 

mere extensslve investigations af chelate systems (16, i7, 18, 

35, 46, 55, 56, 61, 62). 

Analysis of Rare Earths 

Quantitative and qualitative analys~s @f the rare e~rtb.s 

have been performed by a number of techniques, and general 
' meth(i)dS have· been extensively discussed (86, 92). Prier to 

the development (?f instrumental methed.s cd! analy.s.ts,· preoip• 

itat:ton technique$ were commonly employed tor group analyses, 

but the ••pa.ration of individual elements was diffioult. 

Speetrophotometrie methods led to improvements in analytical. 

iieohniqaes, a.nd, altheugh sensitivity was low fer rare earth 

ions, the formation et complexes was found to enh.anee sensi.;.. 
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tivity for some elements. Emission spectroscopy has also 

been studied for rare earth analyses, and a number of exci

tation te~hniques have been successfully employed for both 

qualitati;v~ and quantitative analysis. X-ray absorption 

and emission, neutron activation, and isotopic tracer tech

niques have also been developed, but a.re not widely used. 

Fluores.cence methods, known to be .selective and sensi

tive, app,ar to be well-suited to the analysis of rare earth 

ions, since .sharp fluorescence bands may be observed for 

several ele11:1ents, with ultraviolet exc.itation. However, 

the intensity of the fluorescence emission of aqueous solu

tions of rare earth salts is low, and analytical proeed,ures · 

have not been extensively developed. Meth.ads have been 

described o.p.ly for the determination of terbium (30) and for 

a number. 6f rare earths in borate, oxalate and tungstate 

solutions (1). The fluore.scenoe properties of the rare 

earths have been investigated in a number of solid matrices 

and, in .some cases, analytical procedures have been studied 

(90) • 

.A.s indicated earlier, studies on the f'luoresoence .· 

emission of' rare earth ohelatest carried out for theoretical 

purposes and for the investigation of potential laser mate

rials, have shown that emission is strongly enhanc_ed upon 

chelation. In addition, the choice of ligand influences 

the number o( rare ~~~ths for which fluorescence is ~osslbl~~ 

These two properties of !nor.eased sensitivity and selecttvlty 

strongly indicate the ·usefulness of the fluorescence analysis 

of' rare earth chelates. Seve~~l Soviet workers have reported 
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the spectrofluorometric determination of rare earths com

plexed with ortho-phenanthroline and salicylic acid (41, 65, 

78) and, in a recent report, the determination of samarium 

and europium, after chelation with thenoyltrifluoroa~etone, 

was discussed (42). The fluorescence of rare earth chelates 

has also been used in the zorie location of rare earths on a 

paper chromatogram (45). 

Computer Techniques in Spectral Analysis 

In .recent years, computer techniques have bee.n adapted 

t.o an increasing number of analytical applications, and they 

are known to greatly simplify data interpretation in a num

ber of situations (74). In infrared analysis, computer 

storage and searching procedures are being ~-ploy~d to rap-, 

idly sort and match spectra (80) o · In both mass spectrometry 

.and nuclear magnet io resonance spectre soopy, computer me-thods 

facilitate data reduction and lead to faster and more accu

rate analyses of complex mixtures (54)o In many areas of 

spectral analysis, least squares calculations and curve

fitting procedures, performed rapidly by computer, allow th~

resolution of complex spectra and may ultimately p~rmit a 

complet_e description of a spectrum in terms ot band position/, 

band intensity,band width, and a shape factor (13, 19, 79, 

81). Computer applications in spectral analysis are pres

ently being extended even further, as computer facilities 

become more readily available and as the potentialities of 

computer data processing are demonstratedo 

In addition to the rather recent use of computers in 



data interpretation and correlation, their application in 

simplifying routine calculations is well-known. In the 

field of fluorescence analysis, computer programs have 

been designed to perform the calculations necessary in 

the correction of experimental data (27, 28). 

13 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of Rare Earth Chelates 

Reagents 

Rare earth oxides and metals (99%) were obtained from 

Lunex Company, Pleasant Valley, Iowa, and rare earth chlo

rides ( 99. 9%) from K and K La bora.tor ie s, Inc. , Plainview, 

New York. Dibenzoylmethane (1 9 3-diphenyl-l,3-propanedione, 

Eastman White Label) and bep.zoylac~tone (l-phenyl-1,3-

butanedione, Eastman White Label) were recrystallized from 

me tha.nol. Thenoyl tr i fluoroace tone (4, 4, 4-trifluoro-1- ( 2-

thienyl )-l, 3-butaned ione 9 Eastman White Label) was used 

without further purification. Piperidine (Matheson Coleman 

and Bell practical grade) was purified by distillation ±or 
'\ 
I 

some of the early preparations; it was later used success

fully without purification. lbsolute ethanol (U.S.I. 

reagent quality) was used directly. 

Procedure 

A number·of chelate preparations were attempted during 

this investigation. The first synthesis of the benzoyl

acetonates (B) of gadolinium, dysprosium and samarium fol

lowed the procedure of Whan and Crosby (89). Rare earth 

chlorides (M01 3 •6H20) were prepared from the metals or oxi~s 

14 
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by dissolving the samples in concentrated hydrochloric acid 

and slowly evaporating to dryness. In some cases, a small 

remaining amount of oxide was removed by filtration or 

centrifugation when the chloride was dissolved in water or 

alcohol. An aqueous rare earth chloride solution was added 

to an aqueous solution of sodium benzoylacetonate (prepared 

by refluxing sodium and benzoylacetone in a 1:1 ratio in 

dried xylene for eight haurs). A flooculent white precip

itate forµied immediate],y. When dried, the product corre

sponded rc;rnghly to .the formula MB3 • 2H2o. However, the 

melting points of the three chelates prepared in this manner 

were inconsistent with those reported by Whan and Crosby. 

A second procedure, described by Sacconi and Erooli (70), 

involved the combination of the rare earth chloride.and 

benzoylacetone in ammonia-saturated ethanol. The results 

of this preparation were also inconclusive. 

While the above procedures were being studied, early 

reports,of' success with a "piperidine method" tor the prep

aration of' rare earth chelates appeared in the literat~re 

(9, 15, 71). The preparation adopted followed the proce

dure of Bhaumik et. al. (9). A warm solution of 3 mmoles 

of' the rare earth chloride in 15 ml absolute ethanol was 

added to a warm solution of 12 mmoles of the chelating 

agent and 12 mmoles of piper1dine in, 25 ml absolute ethanol. 

After initial stirring, the reaction mixture was allowed to 

cool to room temperature. Following slow crystallization 

(2-4 d~ys), the pro.duct was filtered, washed with cold abso

lute ethanol, and dried for several days in a vacuum desicator. 
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The chelates obtained by this procedure were shown to 

correspond to the empirical formula ML4 •HP, where M = rare 

earth ion, L = ligand, and P = piperidine. Impure ~roducts 

of uncertain composition were obtained when attempts were 

made to hasten the preparation by heating the reaction mix

ture or by oven-drying. 

Rare earth analyses were carried out gravimetrically. 

A 60-100 mg sample of the chelate was ignited slowly in an 

open crucible to a black carbonaceous ash. It was then 

vigorously heated for approximately 45 minutes to form the 

white metal oxide. Although this procedure is not appli

cable to terbium and praseodymium, since they form mixed 

oxides, reproducible results were obtained for the remaining 

rare earths, which form trioxides. 

Elemental analyses for 0, H9 N and S were performed 

by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc., Knoxville, Tennessee, and 

F and M Scientific Corporation, Avondale, Pennsylvania. 

Chelates of benzoylacetone (B), dibenzoylmethane (D), 

and thenoyltrifltioroacetone (TTA) were prepared and analyzed 

by the above methods. Their characteristics, and the ana

lytical results, are shown in Table I. Due to the marked 

chemical similarity of the. rare earths, and the similar 

properties of the chelates, elemental analysis of each com

pound was unnecessary. 

The effect of the well-known 11 lanthanide contraotionlt 

was noted in the tendency of the smaller (i.e. higher atom~ 

number) rare earths, such as thulium 9 ytterbium and lutetium, 

to form crystalline ehelates more rapidly than the larger 



TABLE I 

Properties of Rare Earth Ohelates 

%0 %H %N %s %M 
Chelate .m.p. oalc(2) found calc found calc found calc found oalo found 

and Oo 
color ( 1 ) (uncorr.) 

PrBO>y-g 132-133 61.8 61.9 5.5 5.6 1.6 1.7 

NdB y-v 132-133 61.7 61.5 5.5 5.5 1.6 1.7 16.5 17.1 
SmB y 126-130 

EuB y-o 128-130 

GdB y 126-128 60.5 60.2 5.6 5.2 1.7 1.5 17.7 17.5 
TbB y 119-121 

DyB y 125-127 

ErB p 109-110 

PrD( 4 )y-g 171-175 69.6 68.1 5.0 5.2 1.3 1.6 
NdD( 4 )g-v 190-195 69.4 68.4 5.0 5.2 1.3 1.7 12.8 12.3 

SmD y 201-203 

EuD y 204-207 

GdD y 210-214 68.8 68.6 5.0 5.1 1.2 1.3 13.8 13.8 
TbD y 216-218 

DyD y 230-233 

ErD p-o 247-249 ~· ·~· 
~ 

.. 
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color(l) 

PrTI'A y-g 

NdTTA (v) 

SmTTA (y) 

EuTTA y 

Gd"'.rTA y 

TbTTA y 

DyTTA y 

HoTTA y 

ErTTA p 

m. P. 
Oc 

(uncorr.) 

138-140 

139-141 

139-142 

140-143 

141-143 

141-143 

143-145 

144-146 

145-147 

TmT-l'A (y-g))l47-149 

YbTTA y 

LuTTA c 

145-148 

149-151 

%c 
calc (2 ) found 

39.6 

39.5 

39.4 

39.2 

TA.BJ,E; I fcont:inued)) 

%H %N 9£'.s, 

calc fo1:1:nd cal.c: f"©)l:lUTQ! c·a]e: :fi'0Jaims!. e:ai]]E, 

2.5 2.5 1.3 L2 u .. 4+ U.,6i ]_3j.,lJ,l 

2'.6 2.4 1.3 1.2 

(1) y-ye·llow1,, g;-green, r-re,d!,, w-vr:li.0;JLe,1;;,, o,-0ll'8!Ilg:e,,. PJ-·pl:ii1'JJ!i;:,. r:-·Tuu:::tglmt; y,eJlJlo;w;,,, (( ))--p:a,]e,, c;-c:o:illo11T]8;S£, 

( 2 )! c:aJLc:l!ltlat.e:d! formulas: are, has,e,dl ml! s:t.rl:l,c,tl:l11tes, ais, Mrn;4, ··:a: pljjp; 

( 3,) B = Bienzo,ylaceto•nat:e: 
DI = lIJJ:iLbel!l!.z:oylme:th.:lidie, 
ti'A = Tlmel!l!0,;wltrit"JLrn0JFOJace:t:omartte 

~ 

:lr@IJIU:!lllfil 

].4! .• €65 

(4)) F'li."lIJl airnd! NidllIJJ w;e:re· s:l:iigb!t]ly w;e:t: w'1i.e:n anaJlyrzce:d!. ((e:cm;tailin:edl a:p:pr.-a,mmait:e,Jl;w ll moille, IB2!]) p:e:c11.' rrraill.e,c:heo.IJmtte,)) __.., 
(DD) 
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ions. With bulky ligands such as dibenzoylmethane and 

thenoyltri:f:'luoroacetone, the increase in the chelate's 

melting point with an increase in atomic number may also 

be an indication o:f:' the enhanced stability o:f:' the ohelates 

with smaller ions. 

s~veral Eastman White Label tris-thenoyltritluoro

acetonate chelates (of Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb and Yb) were obtained 

for possible use as fluore•cenoe standards. However, they 

proved unsatisfactory for the present study, due to the 

presence of impurities. The samarium chelate appeare-d to 

contain excess Sm (oalc 18. 4% 11 :f:'ound 20. 6%), apparently: as 

Sm2o3, which was insoluble in the solvents used. The che

lates o:f:' Gd, Tb and Yb were shown, by :f:'luoresoence studles, 

to contain traces of europlum. 

Description and Oharacteristic.s o:f:' Speetrofluoromet:er 

The major equipment used in this investi;ga.tion con

sisted o:f:' a Farrand speotro:f.'luorometer and its attachments. 

This instrument, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, is a single

beam, dual monochromator speotrofluorometer, arranged for 

right-angle illumination. The basic instrum~nt has been 

discussed in two recent publications (50, 58). 

The light source is a Hanovia 150-watt n .. c. high 

pressure xenon arc lamp, focused on the entrance slit by 

an off-axis ellipsoidal reflector. The lamp was foeuseg. 

during operatien by the adjustment of screws controlling 

its vertical alignment. The lamp power supply is a standard 

Sola unit, providing a momentary petential between 25,000 
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and 40,000 volts to st.art the lamp, and operating normally at 

around 20 volts. 

The replica gratings in both the excitation and the 

emission monochromators were tak:en from Farrand masters with 

14,400 lines per inch. The monochromators operate at F/3 • .5 

and have a focal length of 160 mm and a dispersion of 11 

m...,/mm in the first order. Both monochromators have a wave

length range of 220-700 m1,1,, read on linearly calibrated d,ials. 

Filters may be inserted at either monochromator entrance to 

block any undesired radiation. 

Manually interchangeable slits are available with equiv

alent bandwidths of 1, 5, 10 and 20 m..., (widths approximately 

0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm). In general, doubling the width 

of any one slit doubles the signal observed. In order to 

obtain maximum resolution, the narrowest slits possible 

should be used. In the present ~ork, 20 m .... slits were used 

in the excit$t1on monochromator and 5 m~ al1ts in the emission 

monochromator, unless otherwise noted. Th1s·arrangement pro

vides approximately the sSJIJ.e signal as would four 10 m~ slits, 

but allows more precise observation. of the emission spectrum. 

The use of smaller excitation slits is destrable, but .not 
,. 

essential in the rare earth chelate systems, since the ab-

sorption bands are fairly broad. 

The wavelength calibration of the monochromator dials 

was checked periodically with a General Electric G4T4-l mer

cury lamp. When the lamp 1s placed in the sample compartment, 

with the xenon lamp off, the mercury line peaks may be observed. 

S1rice these peaks are extremely sharp, the emission monochrom-



ator dial may be set to correspond accurately with the 
\\": 

expected peak wavelength. The excitation monochromator 

dial was tnen checked by comparison, using the xenon lamp .. 

A cell filled with water provides a scattering peak, which 

shoul(i have its maximum when the wavelength settings are 

the same on both monochromators. over the entire range of 

each monochromator, wavelength accuracy was maintained at 

1 1 m ~ or better. 

In normal fluorescence analysis, the excitation mono• 

chroma.tor dial 1~ set at the wavelength desired, and the 

emission monochromator is used to scan over the spectral 
' 

range. If the excitation spectrum is d•sired, the reverse 

procedure is followed. The gear assembly shown in Figure 2 

couplie111 the recorder· chart drive with the monochromator 

shafts, in a 1:3 .gear ratio, to provide automatic scanning • 

• The gear box includes a selector shaft which allows rotation 
(. 

of either grating, and microswitches connected to the chart 

drive which automatically stop the scan a:'t the end of a 

spectrum. The entire spectrum, 480 m~ or 11.2 inches on 

the chart, may be scanned at speeds varying .from o. 75 inches 

per hour to 12 inches per minute •. A scanning rate of 1.5 

inches per minute was normally employed. 

A constant tempe·rature sample chamber was used, with 

cooling provided by water circulated from an ice-water bath 

to maintain an operating temperature of approximately o0 o~ 
The sample, contained in a 1 cm fused silic~ cEtll, was 

placed in contact with an aluminum block through which the 

coolant circulates. A stream .of nitrogen, dried by passage 
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through a tube of Linde type 4A, 1/16 11 molecular sieve, was 

employed to purge th1;3 ,sample compartment,' thereby preventing 

fbgging of the cell windows. 

Manufacturer's data indicates that the photomultiplier 

tu.be (1P28} detector has maximum spectral response at 340 mµ. 

and provides current amplifioat.ion of 1. 25 x 106• The photo

multiplier power supply may be adjusted to furnish between 

400 and 900 volts and was operated at 880 volts. Since a 

reproducible voltage level is essential when a calibrated 

phototube is used, connections were made to allow monitoring 
. ' I \ 

of the power supply output with a Heathkit Model EUW-24 VTVM. 
I 

Operation of the photomultiplier tube at lower voltage~ (600-

700 V) might serve to reduce noise levels. 

Amplification of the low signals obtained was provided 

by a modified RCA Ultra.sensitive DO Microammeter, connected 

to the photomultiplier power supply by shielded ttable~ Six 

ranges allow measurements of currents from 0.0002 to 1000 

mioroamperes. Although values may be read directly from 

the meter, for automatic operation a Texas Instruments Model 

PWS ServoRiter recorder with a 10.0 mv scale and 0.5 sec.· 

response time was en+ployed. A Heathkit Model EUW-30 de.ca.de 

resistance box connected in parallel between the Microam

meter and the recorder allowed additional selectivity in 

signal attenuation •. The servo recorder provides a high 

signal-to-noise ratio, largely due to its enclosure in an 

electrostatic shield connected to a guard terminal. It was 

.found that, with the circuit used, the best operation was 

attained, with lowest noise and interference levels, if th·e 
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guard and ground ,terminals were both connected to a direct 

earth ground. The photomultiplie~ power supply chas~is and· 

the shields on all cables were also connected to the earth 

ground. 

A~ was mentione~ above, the sensitivity of the spectra• 

fluorometer could be varied by the microammeter range selec,;., 

tor and/or the decade resistance box. Chart readings arJ 

then multiplied by the range selected (.oi, · .1, 1, 10, 100, 

1000) and by the· reciprocal of the resistance set on the 

decade box. Since this resistance is variable :from zero to 

100 K ohms,, a wide range of sensitivity settings is avail· 

able. F{owever, at settings above 1000 n (when the range 

setting is 0.1) noise levels become excessively high. Since 
' 

the meter reads 100 IJ,a full scale, and the recorder 10 mv, 

a setting of 100 fl should lead to identical recorder and 

meter.readiUgs. In practice~ a resistance of 94fl proJuced 

this equiva!ence. Consequently, the resistance settix.1.gs· 

used were between 94 and 940 n, taking even :multiples for 

convenience in calculations .. Using the mercury calibration 

lamp as a relatively stable source, it was found that,as the 

sensi tivi i;y was varied, the resporise was within 1-3% of 

linearity. 

Wavelen'gth index marks could be inserted in the · recorded 

spectruJI]. by switching in a 15 n resistor across the recorder 

input. Al though the wavelengths were .determined visua~ly 

from the rotating mono·chromator dial, precision and accuracy 

for the. technique were quite acceptableo Marks at. lCl' m..- · 

intervals gave an average of (5.9 ;t Ool)' mm .on the chart per 



10 mi,. • When the mercury lamp was used as a source and .. a 

· mark was made at each peak waveiength, the average devi

ation between the m,ark and ~he peak was o.6 m1,1,. 

Instrumental .Sensitivity 
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Quinine sulfate in dilute (0.11) sulfuric acid is fre

quently used as a fluorescence standardo Its quantum effi

cienty of tluorescence has.been determined (53) and its 

spectrum h•s ~een well-characterized. In addition) stable 

solutions:may.readily be prepared. The sensitivity of a 

spectrofluorometer may .therefore be evaluated by determining· 

either the concentration of quinine sulfate required to pro

duce full-scale deflection, or the minimum detectable con

centration .(in 1,1,g/ml or ppm}. 

Sensitivity data is shown in Table II for the instru

ment described above. Quinine sulfate .(Matheson Coleman and 

Bell) was used without further purification. The solvent 

(O.l]i H2so4 ) · was prepared by. !iilution of 2 .. 00 I standar.d 

volumetric soluti.on (W. H. Curtin and Company-). 

For the trials summarized in Table II, the. slits were 

all 10 m~ in equivalent bandwidth, and a 3-73 filter was 

used to transmit only wavelengths above 400 mµ.. Peak-to

peak noise was approximately 1 unit. The quinine sulfa.ta 

samples were excited at 350 m1,1,. 

Later trials, with fresh quinine sulfate solu~_.ions, 

5 mj;i. slits, and no filter, confirmed that a concentration 

of 10-7 1,1tg/ml was barely detect.able and that .a concentra

tion of 10-5 µ.g/ml could readily be measuredo 
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TABLE II 

Sensitivity of Spectrofluorometer 

quinine sulfate r'luorescent intensity at 450 m!Jr 
cone. above blank (arbitrary units on 

(µ,g/ml) scale of 100) 

10-2 off scale 

io- 3 24 

10""4 11 

10""5 7 

10-6 4 

10-7 2 

This sensitivity compares very favorably with repor-ted 

values of 0.005 µ,g/ml (83), 0.01 .µg/ml (with 0.2 mm slits·) 

(67), and 10-4 µ.g/mi. (with a Farrand speotrofluorometer) 

(58). 

Calibration of Spectrofluorometer 

Theory 

During recent years, as the methods of spectrofluoro

metric analysis have become more widely used, several writers 

(27, 63) have realized the need for standardization of pub-., 

lished data. The spectrum obtained from a single-beam in-

strument, sueh as the Farrand unit, is actually only an 

"apparent II emission spectrum. It is depena.ent upo·n the par

ticular optics used, the source output~ and the response 
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characteristics of the detector .. Although this spectrum may 

be very useful tor routine analyses within a laboratory, it 

may bear very little resemblance to the 11true 11 spectrum. 

Therefore, for any fundamental studies, or for the calcu

lation of quantum efficiencies, it is necessary to correct 

the experimental data. Corrected re.sul ts should be expressed 

in relative quanta per frequency (or wavelength) interval. 

The use of frequency units (reciprocal microns) is preferred 

in order to avoid the distortion of the fluorescence spec

trum that occurs when wavelength units are employedo Inten

sities expressed in quanta, rather than energy, allow the 

calculation of quantum efficiencies from the integrated area 

under a peak. The spectral corrections, and the use ot con

sistent units, allow the comparison ot experimental results 

with published data, since the effects of varying experimen

tal factors are virtually eliminatedo 

The calibration and correction procedure involves two 

major steps: (1) the determination ot the response vs. 

frequency characteristics of the photomultiplier detector 

and (2) the subsequent measurement of the energy output of 

the source lamp as a function of frequency. The methods 

used also provide compensation for non-linear monochromator 

dispersion and light losses within the optical system. 

In the first step, a lamp with a known spectral energy 

distribution is placed in the sample compartment, and the 

spectrum obtained is used to calculate a set of correction 
r' 

factors at selected frequency intervals. Several different 

light sources may be used, the choice depending on the 
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spectral region of interest. In the present work, a. tung

stein filament la.mp was employed, and the, ,speotral energy 

calculated as described below. 

It is known that for a black:-'body sourcet the spectral 

radiance may be calculated by the Planck: equation (38): 

where NA(T) = spectral radiance (watts/µ 2/~) 
41 -4 2 

01 = 3.7 2 x 10 w - µ 
4 0 o2 - 1.4385 x 10 µ • K 

l =wavelength(~) 
T = temperature (°K) 

For a non ... blaok-body, (emissivity (e) less than unity) 

contained in a la.mp envelope with transmittivity (,-) less 

than unity, the equation is modified as !dllows (33): 

At temperatures lass than 3000° K, 

therefore 
... 5 

SA.TAC{ 

e o2/A T 

where Eis then the energy flux per unit wavelength interval 

( in w-µ - 3 or energy sec - 1 cm-2 rp.i,.- 1 ) • 

;. q .. ··.• ' " ~, • " • 
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In order to express the results in terms of· quanta .per · 

unit frequency interval, the above expression must be multi

plied by i 3 to give: 

Q 
-1 -2( -1 )-1 quanta sec cm µ 

When Q is known for the source and .R is the observed 

(reoorde~} respohse at a given frequency, then the correc

tion factor K may be found in quanta per unit frequency 

interval, since: 

K = _SL 
R 

Observed spectra .are then converted to 11 true 11 spectra 

by multiplying the recorde·d intensities at selected fre

quency intervals by the corresponding correction factors. 

Since the instruments used in this investigation gave 

a spectr•1m linear in wavelength, data points were recorded, 

and correction factors determined, at even wavelength inter

vals. The values obtained were converted to units of f.re.,,. 

quency at a later stage in the calculations. 

The second step~ the determination of the output of the 

xenon source lamp, is necessary if varying excitation fre

quencies are to be used. To obtain relative values for 

the spectral output of the lamp, radiation from the source 

may be scattered or reflected by a neutral material and de

tected by the phototube. Multipl.icatiori of' observed inten

sities by the correction factors obtained earlier provides 
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data for the emitted spectral energy distributioni 

Procedure · 

For the calibration of the photomultiplier tube, a 

··standard lamp was positioned directly in front of the 

entrance slit of the emission monochromator and was con-.· 

trolied by t~e circuit shown schematically in Figure 4~ 

R1·· 

. #10 Cable· 

R1 
..., 7o5 51, 805 amp -

R2 = 60 2 .r.1, 8.2 amp 

R3 = 2 n, 13 amp 

Fig.ut.e 4. · Cali brat ion Apparatus. 

The power source . (B) was a Hampden Engineering, East. 

Longmeadow, Mass.~ port~ble Ni-Od battery bank, connected 

to supply 12 volts and ~nabling stable currents to be 
. . . . . . 

6btained. The slide wire resistors were adjusted to vary 

.the current from 8 to.18 amperes. Currents were determined 

b;y measuring the potential drop across a Leeds and Northrup 

O.OOlfl,· 300 amp standard resistor (R ) with a. Leeds and .. · s 

Noithrup K3 potentiometer (P). The light sour~e (L) was a 

General Electric :d. bbon filament l~p (6V-18A-Tl0), cali

brated in terms of brightness temperature versus cu'rre:nt. 

The e:x.perime.nta.l procedures used for calibration of. 

the detector differ from normal fluorescence procedures 
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only in tp.e use of. a standard lamp instead of a sample exci

ted by a xenon lamp. Since the slits availabl'e were rela

tively large' (5 mµ. slits masked to provide an approximate 

3 mµ. bindwidth) the exact lamp position was not critical. 

It was placed with the center of the vertical strip. filament 

in front of the slit, and adjuste.d slightly to yield maximum 

intensity. Attempts were made to avoid reflections from the . 

lamp envelope. 

When the lamp was initially turned on, a 30·40 minute 

warm-up period was allowed. Subsequently, times of approx

.lmately 10 minut~a were allowed for stabillzation when the 

current was changed. Sev.eral spectra were recorded from 

250 to 700 mµ, fo.r each of eight different current settings 

(between 14 and 18 amperes). 

The ne,.:itral reflecto.r required for calibration of the, 
\ 

.xenon lamp was prepared by lgni ting magnesium r1'bbon. and 

d.epositing MgO on the diagonal face of an aluminum right 

triangular prism. With this reflector placed in the sample 

compartment, reflected radiati.on from the xenon laml) was 

observed at regular wavelength intervals. 

Oalculations and Results 

The. brightness temperature (TB) of the tung-sten lamp 

was calculated from the measu~ed current and the calibration 

data supplied by General Electric C.ompa,ny. The calibration 

data points have been plotted in Figure 5A. It may be noted, 

that the calibration graph is a straight line above 14 

amperes. Using the numerical calibration data, this line 
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was found to have a slope of 80o2 :!' .6 and an intercept of 

835 ± 3. 

The filament temperature (T) was then determined from 

a modified form of the e.quation given earlier for spectral 

radianceo Since the brightness telll;perature, TB' is defined 

as the temperature at which an ideal black body emits light 

of the same wavelength, A, as the non-black body sample at 

temperature T, we may write: 

a }..-5 
t = 

-5 
f\.-rxC 1X 

. eC2/}.. T 

where all terms are as previously definedo 

Ther.e:f.'ore, 

The wavelength (0. 655 tJ' ) was that used in the lamp cali

brati.on. 

The strip temperatures calculated. from this equation 

were also checked ·against tabulated conversion data (40)o 

The spectral energy distribution of the lamp was then 

calculated by the equation shown earlier: 

ex-rxo x-2 
1 

Q = 

Literature values for the emissivity (eX) of tungsten 
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were employed (26). Although the emissivity term is often. 

neglected in this type of calculation, its value does chinge 

by more than 8% over the temperature range used (1800° to 

~300°0), so that it appears to be a significant factor. 

The ·emissivity for a particular tungsten ribbon may deviate 

slightly from the reported values~ but these small variations 

are negligible except in precise "absolute" measurements. 

The transmittivity of the lamp envelope (two thickness) 

was measured w i t.h a Beckman DK-1 spectrophotometer, and the 

value for one thickness caloulated from Beer's law. The 

results indicated a sharp drop in transmittivity near 340 mµ., 

corresponding to literature data for pyrex (2). 

A computer program (Appendix I) was written for the 

calculation of T and Q for a total of fourteen sets of data 

(41 points per set) at eight different values of T. Six 

sets of data w~re later rejected; the first two because the 

la.mp calibration graph was not linear in the region used, 

four later sets because wider slits of unknown size had been 

employed. The correction factor with respect to frequency 

(CFACT) was then calculated at 10 mµ. intervals by dividing 

Q by the observed response (R). CFACT was found in relative 

units (quaµta sec- 1 cm- 2 (µ.- 1 )- 1 ). The factor expressed in 

energy with respect to wavelength (CQRRL) is then CFACT x 

x.- 3 in relative units (energy sec- 1cm- 2mµ.- 1 ). Multipli

cation by CF.ACT therefore converts the observed intensity 

to true relative quanta per unit frequency interval; multi

plication by CORRL converts it to true relative energy per 

unit wavelength interval. 
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The correction factors used in treating later results 

are shown gr~phieally in Figure 5B and a.re listed in Table 

III and Table IV. A sample calculation, :for one temperature 

value, is listed in Appendix II. All terms are1 as defined 

in the correction program given in Appendix I. The ·points 

at even 10 mJ. intervals are·the average of ei.ght sets of 

calcu.lated values; the intermediate points were· obtained by 

interpolation. 

Values tor:the relative energy output (energy sec- 1 

, -2 -1, cm. m1,1, of th.e· xenon lamp were calculated by multiplying 

the intensities observed at 10 m1,1, intervals by the appro

priate correction factors (CORRL). The results shown in the 

spectral energy distribution graph (Figure 50) and in Table 

III were determined from the average of three separate 

trials. 

Fluorescence Studies 

Solvent 

The choice of an appropriate solvent is quite critical 

in an investigation of this nature, due to the sensitivity 

of the te9hniques used. The solvent may adversely affect 

the experimental results in two ways: (1) by interaction 

with the rare earth chelate and (2) by containing impurities 

which may produce interfering peaks. Alcoholic solvents have 

frequently been used in studies of the laser emission of rare 

earth chelates, but the emission intensity of the chelate 

p~aks is relatively low. It has been postulated (77) that 

extensive d.1ssooiat1o:n of the chelate may occur in alo.ohol1o 
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.TABLE III 

CORRECTION FACTORS FROM··.300. 
.. 
TO .100 MICRONS 

··WAVELENGTH FREQUENCY CF ACT CORRL · .. 1/XE FACTOR 
MICRONS 1/MlCRONS 

·. 

•. • :300 3.333 0 • 0.05 0 .017 0.021. 
.310 3.225 0.010 0.034 0.061 
.320 3 .125 0~019· 0.057 Ii). J.:3 5 
.330 3.030 0.030 0.084 0.245 
.340 2.941 0.045 0 .116 0.415 
.350 2.857 0.066 0.154 o.6so 
•360 2.777 0.094 0.201 0.951 
.370 2.102 0.131 0.259 1.:a65 
.380 2.631 0.278 0.324 1.863 
·390 2.564 0.238 0.402 2.492 
•400 2.500 0.312 0.488 3.235 
.410 2.439 0.405 o.sas 3.681 
.420 2.380 0.515 0.695 4·365 
.430 2.325 0.651 0.818 5.072 
1440 2.272 a.sos 0.949 5·912 
.450 2.222 0.996 1.093 6.678 
•4oO 2.173 1.209 1.242 7.663 
·470 2.121 1.462 1.408 10.222 
·480 2.083 1.749 1.582 8.400 
.490 2.040 2.078 1.767 8.605 
.soo 2.000 2.450 1.960 8.122 
.510 1.960 2.867 2.161 a.130 
,520 1.923 3.332 2.369 8.,694 
11530 1.886 3.864 2.595 9.304 
.540 1.851 4.466 2.836 7·430 
.550 1.818 5.158 3.099 6.260 
·560 1.785 5.935 3.379 5.575 
.570 1.754 6.763 3.651 4.929 
.580 1.724 7.661 3.926 4·162 
.590 l.694 8.675 4.224 3e295 
.600 1.666 9.866 4.569 2e056 
·610 1.639 ll.093 4.889 
·620 1.612 12.358 5el87 
.630 1.587 13.619 5.448 
,640 1.562 l4e97S 5.714 
t650 1.538 16.280 5.980 
·660 1.515 17.86'€, 6.21€, 
,67Q l.492 19.416 4eG>89 
.680 1.470 21. Q9.a 6.711 
,69'1 il:.449 22,732. i,921 
,7i0 1.4.;aa 24,48Q 1.139 
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TABLE IV 

CORRECTION FACTORS FROM .4750 TO .6750 MICRONS 

WAVEI..ENGTH FREQUENCY CFACT WAVELENGTH FREQUENCY CF ACT 
MICRONS !/MICRONS MICRONS 1/MlCRONS 

·4750 2.105 1.606 .5750 1. 739 1.212 
.4775 2.094 1.678 .5775 1.732 7.437 
·4800 2.083 1.749 .5800 1.124 7.661 
.. 4a2s 2.073 1.832 .5825 1. 717 7.915 
·4850 2.062 1.914 .5850 1.109 a.16a 
·4875 2.051 1.996 .5875 1.102 a.422 
·4900 2.041 2.078 .5900 1.695 8.675 

, ·4925 2.030 2.111 .5925 1.688 a.973 
·4950 2.020 2.264 .5950 l e681 9.211 
.• 4975 2.010 2.357 • .597.5 l.674 9.569 
·5000 2.000 2.4.50 .6000 le667 9 • 86() 
·5025 1.990 2.555 .602.5 1.6(>0 10.173 
·5050 1.980 2.659 .6050 1.653 10.480 
·5075 1.970. 2.763 .6075 l.646 10.787 
·5100 1.961 2.867 .6100 1.639 ll.093 
·5125 1.951 2.983 .6125 1.633 11.410 
·5150 1.942 3.099 .6150 1.626 11.726 
·5175 le932 ' 3.216 .6175 1.619 12.042 
·5200 1.923 3.332 .6200 1.613 12.358 
·5225 1.914 3.465 .6225 le606 12.674 

· • 5250 1.905 3.598 .6250 l.600 ' 1.2.989 
·5275 1.896 3.731 .o.275 1.594 13.304 
·5300 1.887 3.864 .6300 1.587 la.619 
• 5325 le878 4.015 .6325 1.581 13 .958 
·5350 le869 4.165 .6350 1.575 14.297 
.5375 1.860 4.316 .6375 1.569 14.636 
·5400 1.852 4.466 .6400 1.563 14.975 
·5425 .1.843 4.639 .6425 1.556 15.302 
·5450 1.835 4.812 .6450 1.550 15.62'8 
.5475 1.826 4.985 .6475 1.544 15.954 
·5500 1.a1s 5.158 .6500 le538 16 • 28 0 
·5525 1.810 5.353 .6525 1.533 1.6 .6 77 
~ 5·550 1.so2 5.547 .6550 le527 17.073 
.5575 1.794 5.741 .6575 1.521 17.470 
·5600 le786 5.935 .6600 le515 11. 866 
·5625 1.778 6.142 .6625 1.509 18.254 
·5650 1.110 6.349 .6650 1.5Q4 18 • 041 
·5675 le762 611556 .6675 1.498 19.029 
·5700 1.754 6,763 •. 670Q 1.493 19,41ti 
·5725 l,747 61988 ,6725 1,487 19,837 

,6750 1.481 2(). 257 
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media. 

It was observed during this investiga.ti~n of rare earth 

ohelates, and ha.s been confirmed in the literature (14, 15, 

77) that the highest fluorescence intensi~y 1 and the greatest 

stability, may be obtained with solvents such as acetonitrile 

or dimethylsulfoxide. Other solvents studied, witll. less sa.t.

isfactory results, included absolute ethanol 9 reagent ·meth

anol1 ethanol-methanol mixtures, acetone and toluene. 

After aoetonitrile was chosen as the solvent, conaid

erable difficulty was experienced in attaining sufficient 

purity. The chelate solutions were to be excited near 400 mµ., 

and. analyzed qetween 475 and 675 mµ.. Eve~ spectroquality 

solvent produced an interfering impurity (<.05 ppb) peak 

under these conditions. Initially, Baker Analyzed acetoni

trile was distilled to yield a solvent with a reasonably 

level base line in the region of interest~ However, it was 

later found that Mallinckrodt Nanograde ~acetonitrile (Lot 

PGXF) could be used without further purification. The commer

cially avail.able solvent was therefore employed for all of 

the spectra reported. 

Procedure 

The solutions desired for spectral analysis were pre

pared by standard procedures immediately prior to use. Con

centrations of all mixtures analyzed are shown in Table VI. 

All solutions were cooled in an ice-water bath before inser

tion in the cooled sample chamber. 

The thenoyltrifluoroacetonate chelate solutions ap.peared 
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to be stable, and the fluorescence spectra could be readily 

duplicated several days after solution preparation. With 

similar solutions of the benzoylacetonate and dibenzoyl

methide chelatesj however, spectral chang~s~ indicating 

dissociation of the chelate, were noted within a few hours. 

After a satisfactory method had been developed for the 

fluorescence analyses, it was used consistently and gave 

reproducible results. This procedure is summarized in the 

steps indicated below: 

(1) The microammeter and the xenon lamp were turned 

on and given a 30 minute warm-up period .. All 

other components (detector power supply 7 VTVM 

and recorder) were left on continuously during 

the period of this investigation. 

(2) The detector voltage was checked and set at 

880 v. 

(3) The ice-bath was filled and the pump startedj to 

cool the sample compartment. The flow of dry gas 

was started, to prevent condensation in the cell 

area. 

(4) The wavelength calibration of the monochromator 

dials was checked and any necessary adjustments 

were made. 

(5) The xenon lamp was adjusted to provide maximum 

illuminationj using a cooled solution of 1 1J.g/ml 

quinine sulfate in O.lN H2so4 as a standard. A 

microammeter setting of x l~ and a resistance of 



94 ohms was used. The .solution was excited at 

350 mµ., and the intensity at 450 mµ was recorded 

for later use in the calculations. 

(6) After instrumental adjustments were completed, 
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a "blank" spectrum was recorded with only the 

solvent present. The attenuation was chosen so 

as to approximate that to b~ used for later solu

tions. 

(7) The cell was rinsed, first with solvent, then with 

solution, and filled with the precooled solution. 

The outside of the cell was carefully wiped to 

remove excess moisture. After the cell was placed 

in the sample chamber, a 10 minute equilibration 

period was allowed. 

(8) By manual scanning, the excitation frequency giving 

maximum fluorescence intensity, and the appropriate 

attenuation were determined. Using these values, 

the spectrum was recorded from 450 to 700 m~, with 

mark:s at 50 mµ. intervals. 

(9) A duplicate spectrum was obtained, if desired, 

after which steps (7) and (8) were repeated for 

fresh solutions. The pe~k inten~ity of·a quinine 

sulfate solution was recorded periodically between 

trials in or.der to provide a standard in the cal ... 

culations. 

The observed spectra then had to be converted to the 

dig1 tal form nec.essary for computer analysis. Since a dig-

1 tal read-out system was-not available, this conversion was 
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performed manually. Using a cross..,,hatched template and a 

lighted chart table, intensities above an interpolated base 

line were read at 2.5 mµ. il'.lterva.ls from 475 to 675 mµ.. 

Determination of Spectra of Solutions 

Preliminary investigations on the rare earth chelate 

solutions were directed toward establishing which chelates 

fluoresced with suffioient intensity to be useful in the 

study of mixtures. For this purpose 1 1 x 10- 3 H solutions 

of all of the available ohelates were preparedo The exci"" 

tatibn wavelength providing fuaximum fluorescence intensity 

was determined for each, and the relative fluorescence in

tensities compared. 1rhe peak positions, excitation wave-· 

lengths and approximate relative intensities for the che

lates are shown in Tables VA and VB. 

On the basis of the relative fluorescence intensities 

observed for the chelates, a systematic study of pure rare 

earths and mixtures was initiated. It was first noted that, 

although fluorescence could be observed for 1 x 10""'3 M PrD~ 
. . . --

PrTTA, HoTTA and ErTTA solutions, and weak phosphorescence 

for LuTTA, the emission intensities for these chelates were 

too low for practical determinations with the present instru~ 

mento .At higher concentrations, intensities :for these che

lates were still small, due to self-quenching effects. It 

therefore appeared that the presence of praseodymium, hol

mium, erbium or lutetium in a mixture would have little 

deleterious effect in qualitative analyses. Thus these :four 

rare earths were not considered further in the present study. 



ligand excitation Pr 
wavelength 

(mµ. ) 

D 405 594 

608(s) 

B 385 592 

608(s) 

TTA 390 594 

606(s) 

TABLE VA 

Fluorescence Properties of Rare Earth Chelates 
Peak Positions (m~)(1) 

Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy 

nd 530 (w) 580 nd nd nd 

563 ( s) 592 

600 613(s) 

604 (w) 

640 (w) 

648 

nd 532 ( w) 579 nd 490 nd 

564 ( s) 592 545(s) 

600 614(s) 580(w) 

605 ( w) 

640 (w) 

648 

nd 533(w) 580(w) phos. 490 nd 

562(s) 593 peak 545(s) 

598 613(s) 510 580(w) 

604 ( w) 

645 

Ho Er Tm 

- nd 

- nd 

650 520(w) nd 

525(w) 

535 (w) 

605(s) 

(1) s = strongest peak, w = weak peak; broad band or shoulder; wavelength approximate 

Yb Lu 

nd phos. 

peak 

510 

~ 
\.).I 



ligand 

D 

B 

TTA 

Pr 

0.02 

0.04 

0.2 

TABLE VB 

Fluorescence Properties of Rare Earth Chelates 

Relative Intensities for Strongest Peaks (1) 

Nd Sm 

0.3 

1.0 

120. 

Eu 

30. 

225 

2000. 

Gd 

0.75 

Tb 

0.5 

1.2 

Dy Ho 

0.004 

Er 

0.05 

(1) Intensity of SmB assigned as one 

Tm Yb Lu 

0.02 

..i:::

..i:::-
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Other rare earths excluded, because no fluorescence waB 

observed, included the chelates of neodymium and, dysprosium, 

the benzoylacetonate chelates of gadolinium, erbium and ter

bium, and the. TTA chelates of thulium and ytterbiumo 

The emission observed for GdTTA and LuTTA is phosphor-

escence, rather.than fluorescenceo The exceptionally strong 

phosphorescence band is characteristic of chelates of Gd, 

La and Lu (with filled or half-filled 4f shells) and is 

most intense for gadolinium. 

The remaining study has been concentrated on the fol

lowing chelates: SmB and EuB, SmD, EuD and TbD; SmTTA, 

EuTTA, GdTTA and TbTTAo For these rare earth~, the prob

able transition assignments have been given (using LS, or 

Russell-Saunders~ notation) as follows: 

Sm (34) 4 6 · 
F5/2 _________. . H5/2 (560 mµ) 

4 6 
F5/2 ___. H7 /2 (600 mµ) 

4 6 
F5/2 _________. H9/2 (650 mµ) 

Eu(34,52) 5D 
0 

__. 7F 
0 

(580 mµ) 

5D 
0 

___. 7F 
1 (592 mµ.) 

5D 
0 

__. 7F 
2 (613 mµ) 

Tl:5(32; 34) 5D 
4 

_____. 7F 
6 (490 mµ) 

5n 
4 

___. 7F 
5 (545 mµ) 

5n 
4 

_________. 7F 
4 (580 mµ) 

5n 
4 

_________. 7F 
3 ( 620 mµ). 
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The final spectra of the chelates of interest were 

Obtained by the methods described previously. From the data 

on 1 x 10-3 M solutions, concentrations were calculated which ,_ 

would provide nearly eq_ual intensities (at the same atten

uation) for each member of a set with a given ligand. The 

standard spectra for the pure rare earth chelates were re-

corded under carefully controlled conditions. Between three 

and six spectra were determined for each of the chelates. 

The digital values read from the recorded spectra were then 

averaged to be used as standards. The major source of error 

in the procedure was the difficulty in determining accurate 

numerical intensities at intervals of 2.5 mµ which led to 

an average deviatibn at each point of nearly 7%. The meas

ured peak wavelengths, however, were reproducible within 1 

For each ligand, mixtures containing all possible com

binations of fluorescing chelates were analyzed~ Since this 

investigation did not include studies of varying concentra-

tion or q_uenching effects, the concentrations used were 

designed to give well-defined peaks for all components. 

Duplicate analyses were run for most of the mixtures, and 

the concentrations or the attenuation was varied slightly 

between trials for some of the mixtures. the spectra were 

converted to digital form for correction and analysis by 

the computer program. 



CHAPTER IV 

COMPUTER ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Initial spectral examinations, performed visually, 

indicated that qualitative analyses should be feasible. As 

noted earlier, only four of the rare earths (Sm, Eu, Gd, 

and Tb) provided sufficiently intense emission spectra. 

for use in the pres~nt study. It was found that the fluor

escence bands of Sm, Eu and Tb were well-defined, and suf

ficiently well separated to allow definite identification 

of the element(s) present. In addition, the broad phosphor

escence band of Gd could readily be distinguished in a mix

ture. 

However, the spectra examined visually, obtained di

rectly from the recorder, were actually ''apparent 11 emission 

spectra. These spectra were distorted versions of the "true 11 

_spectra, due to the varying response characteristics of the 

detector. It was therefore desirable to correct the spectra, 

in order to examine the ''true" version, for reasons discussed 

previously •. 

In, order to perform the necessary corrections, the data 

were converted to digital form. The correction was readily 

accomplished via a simple computir calculation, eliminating 

much of the tedious and error-prone arithmetical data treat

ment. 

47 
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After corrections, the data could then be re-plotted. 

and examined visually for qualitative, and later quanti

tative, interpretation. However, it ~as apparent that, 

when the data were already in digital form, the analysis 

would be facili ta.tad if com.puter techniques could also be 

used in the analysis of the spectral results. 

Least-Squares Curve-Fitting Using Weighted Polynomials 

rt·has bee~ shown that, using least-squares linear 

·regression techniques on high-speed computers, an approx

imation formula may be determined for any reasonable data 

set (68). Initially it was hoped that least-squarea poly

nomial curve-fitting procedures might be-applied, to find 

an approximation formula describing the corrected curves. 

If this were feasible, a curve made up of any number of 

data points might then be described by th& coafficients 

of the pol.ynomial fitting the curve. Since there would. be 

fewer coefficients than data points, this method would have 

obvious advantages in the storage of data. Knowledge. of an 

exact equation describing a curve would also facilitate 

procedures involving calculation of the area under a given 

curve. •Any number of data points could also be regenerated 

for later e.xamination and treatment. 

Tr;i.e form of the equation used in the curve-fitting 

trials corresponded to a weighted polynomial, i.e. 

• • • • + a xn) • 
. n 
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The weighting factor, W, is defined by 

where p may be assigned arbitrarily as a constant or aa a 

function of y. In the least-squares ou.rve-fi tt1ng program 
• I . , 

employed, the coefficients of the weighted polynomial are 

found by a matrix inversion routine. Calculated values o~ 

y ma:y then be compared with the corrected expe.rimental 

values in order.to evaluate the eff'ectlven:e!lls of the fitting 

procedure. ' I If a good fit is obtained, only the coefficients 
'i 

need be stored, and. the cu:,:-ve may be regenerated from th·en1:. 

IC p ~epresents the fractional deviation in a value of 

y, then the st·andard deviatio:U, a, is given by: 

a= PY 

and the weighting factor used is then: 

i w =~ 0 

a 

It is also known that 

where 

1:(y-;r)2 

k-1 

y = experimental value 
-y = calculated value 
k = number of degree~ of freedom. 

For a good fit, the quantity li(y-y) 2 should be minimized. 



A "goodness-of-fit'' parameter may then be defined as 

tw(y-y) 2 

k-1 
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If the fit is a good one, this quantity is nearly equal to 

one (69, 84), and it is known that the weights chosen pro-
. ' 

vide a reasonable representation of' the accuracy of the 

data .. A value less than one usually indicates that the fit 

is good, but that the weighting factor could be larger 

(implying lower experimental error than expected). 

The computer program used therefore was·designed to 

calculate the best possible sei of' coefficients, the values 

of y, the standard deviations and the goodness of fit para

meter for each curve. The use of a program of this general 

type has been described in earlier work connected with sol

vent extraction studies (85). 

In this investigation, the curve-fitting program was 

initially developed and tested with a fairly broad and . 

symmetrleal quinine sulfate emission peak; Good fits were 

obtained for this curve, with goodness-of-fit values near 

one for fifteen to twenty-one degree polynomials and a con

stant (.07) value for p .. However, results wJth the rare

earth cheiate fluorescence spectra were much less satis-
. ., 

factory~ Figures 6 and 7 illustrate e-:Jcperimental curves for 

SmD and EuD (curves 1 and 5), and some of th~ results of the 

curve-fitting techniques. It may be noted that for the SmD 

curve, the use of a constant value of p (curve 2) resulted 

in extreme smoothing of the curve and elimination of the 
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Figure 6. Polynomial Curve-Fitting (SmD) 
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Figure 7, Polynomial Curve-Fitting (EuD) 
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characteristic peaks; When p was set equal to .Ol , (curve 
y2 

3) the curve structure was approximated more closely, but 

was still not ,satisfactory. With p = ·0;, (curve 4) the 
y 

peaks were fit quite well, but large fluctuations were pres-

ent between peaks and at the ends of the spectru.m. These 

fluctuations were even more pronounced if the zero points 

· from • 4750 to . 5200 µ. and from . 6600 to • 6750 µ, were inclu tied. 

The. results fo;r Eu·n were even less satisfactory, since cal

culated. curves (curves 6 and 7) could only approximate the 

majoi peak, with large fluctuations at all other points. 

After. a number of trials, under varied conditions, it 

became clear that a weighted polynomial of the form chosen 

was simply not flexible enough to fit the data available 
/ 

for the rare-earth chelate,. In.~ddition, the computer 

time required in the determination of the coefficients of a 
' 

polynomial of the necessary high degree becomes prohibitive 

in rout tine analysis. 

Consequently, the procedures adopted for comp.uter inter-
.. ' 

pretation of the fluo~escence spectia irivolved only a·bo~

~arison of corrected experimental emissiori intensity versus 

wavelengt~ values, rather than a determination of an e'quat1on 

for the curve. 

Direct Comparison of Corrected Emission Sp~ctra 

As noted earlier, the first ne oessary step -in the treat-· · 

ment of the experimental data is a point-by-point multipli~ 

cation by the correction factor in quanta per unit frequency 

interval. At the same time, the data points are multiplied 
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by the appropriate attenuation factors and by a factor ex

pressing the output of the xenon lamp at the excitation

frequency used. Also, sLnce the lamp intensity is not 

constant, a reading was made of the quinine sulfa~e emission 

intensity prior to running each sample. spectrum. Multipli

cation of the data potnts by this yal~e divided by a ref

erence value converts ail of the data to the same level. 

The entire c.alculation is perform~d as indicated belQw :. 

Y = Y OFACT • ~ • RANGE • __].__ • XE Oorr E;!Xp O 
·. QSS RES 

where Q:S = 
QSS = 

RANGE = 

the measured quinine sulfate peak intensity 
standard quinine sulfate peak intensity 
setting on microammeter 

RES = setting on decade box 
XE = xenon lamp factor 

The corrected curve is then normalized by dividing all 

points by .the largest value of y. It will be noted that, 

in the normalizatrion procedure, the last four t'actc.,rs in 

the above equat :lon will cancel out. They were include.d, 

however, to allow later conversion to quantitative analysis 

procedures without major programming changes at this stage. 

It would -Obviously be very tedious and time consuming 

to perform these corrections upon the 81 points in_each 

curve. Th~refore a simple computer program (Appendix I) 

was wrltten for the correction and normalization of the 

standard curves. The C?l,lculations for one curve then 

require only 0.4 minutes, and the corrected normalized 
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intensities are printed at 2.5 mµ. intervals, in tabular form. 
I 

The same corrections were also performed upon the spectra 

of mixtures; but were included in the·interpretation pro

gram, which will be discussed later in this section. 

In order to convert the corrected speetral data to 

graphical form' a plot SU brout ine (Appendix I),, available 

in the Oklahoma State Univers'ity Computer Center l~brary, 

was modified to plot the fluorescence data and provide 

appropriate axis labels. In the standard plot program, the 

corrected intensities are read from cards punch~d as a part 

of the correction program. The ordinate scale, ln wave

length, is printed at 2.5 mµ. intervals. For any theoret

ical analysis, a Lagrangian interpdTh.ation·program coulµ. be 

employed to calculate intensities on a scale linear in fre

quency, and corresponding to the correction factor used. 

ijowever, the.representations here, with both linear wave

length intervals and inverse frequency intervals labeled, 

suffice for the qualitative analysis of interest~ The use 

of the correction. factor with respect to frequency was 

retained to simplify later conversion to the appropriate 

scale .. 

Plots of four of the standards used in this investi

gation (SmTTA, EuTTA, GdTTA and TbTTA) are shown in reduced 

form, in Figures 8-11. It should be noted that these plots 

provide onlf the general shape of the spectra, since all 

values must be rounded off to fit on the closest available 

line of the IBM 1403 Printer. !ven with this limitation, 

the computer plots are extremely valuable for qualitative 
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work, since they eliminate virtually all hand-plotting pro

cedures and require only about o.8 minutes per curve (if an 

object deck is employed). 

Using the same plot subroutine, but a different main 

program for calculations (Appendix I) a plot comparing exper

imental and corrected intensities in a fluorescence spec

trum of SmD was obtained (Figure 12). The program was 

written to read intensities from cards, normalize the exper

imental values, calculate wavelength intervals, and plot 

both curves on the same graph. 

It may be noted, from Table Vin Cnapter III, that the 

spectra are characteristic of the rare earth ion present, 

and show only minor dependence upon the ligand used. There

fore chelates of Sm and Eu with Band D, and of TbD, are 

essentially the same as those shown for TTA. It may also 

be noted from the four spectra shown that the most intense 

peaks of Sm, Eu and Tb chelates, at .5975, .6125 and .5450 

microns respectively, may readily be distinguished from each 

other. It is also obvious that the phosphorescence band of 

GdTTA is distinctive in its broadness. 

Figure 13 illustrates the fluorescence spectrum of a 

mixture containing the same four chelates (SmTTA, EuTTA, 

GdTTA and TbTTA). It is apparent that simple visual exam

ination of the plot will allow adequate qualitative results. 

However, in cases where one component was present in propor

tionately smaller amounts, its peak might not be be as read

ily apparent. Also, in the analysis of a large number of 

mixtures, it could be undesirable to plot each curve. It 
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could frequently be sufficient to have a print-out only of 

the components actually present. 

A computer program (Appendix I) was therefore devised 

to examine the fluorescence spectrum, and give numerical 

qualitative analysis results. It may be used alone, or in 

conjunction with a plot program. The standard spectra were 

assigned identification numbers listed below: 

1 Sm1J 6 SmTTA 

2 EuD 7 Eu T'l'A 

.3 SmB 8 GdTTA 

4 EuB 9 TbTTA 

5 TbB 

The mixture analysis was then written in general form, so 

that mixtures of dibenzoylmethides, benzoylacetonates, or 

thenoyltrifluoroacetonates could be examined. The wave

length intervals are first calculated, as in previous pro

grams. Then data cards are read which identify ITOTAL, the 

total number of mixtures to be analyzed, and MINN and MAXN, 

giving the range of standard numbers applicable (1-2 for D, 

3-5 for B, 6-9 for TTA). The corrected normalized intensi

ties of the standard curves, and XMAX (peak wavelength), are 

read from data cards punched as a part of the standard cor

rection routine. Following this, the experimental Y values 

for the mixtures are read, corrected and normalized. The 

mixture is then analyzed by a basically simple and straight

forward procedure. The peak wavelength (XMAX) for the mixture 

is compared to the peak wavelengths of the standards, and the 
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first component identified. Then the data points for the 

standard chos~n are subtracted from those of the mixture. 

The remaining curve is normalized again, and a new peak 

wavelength is compared with the standards, identifying a 

secon~ component. This procedure is repeated as many time~ 

as there are possible components. In order to allow for 

the inevi t.able experimental errors and provide maximum 

flexibility, it was necessary to allow a deviat.ion in XMAX 
+ . 

of - .0050 microns. For example~ TbTTA would be identified 

if XMAX for a ~ixture were .5400~ .. 5425, .5450, .5475 or 

.5500. In order to accurately identify the broad GdTTA 
.. + 

peak, this range was extended to - .0075 microns. Further 

complications developed when it was noted that in some D 

and TTA mixtures, the .first Sm peak (at .5625 microns) was 

larger than.the second (at .5975 microns). Separate state

ments then had to be inserted in the program in ord,er to 

insure identification of Sm by etther peak wavelength. 

The analysis data for each mixture were printed ob~ in 

the form shown in Table VI. The table illustrates the 

results of analysis of the TTA mixture plotted in Figure· 14. 

The printed NAME corresponds to the identification number 

assigned to the sample and the other terms are as defined 

previously. The first set of y values is for the initial 

mixture, and, the value for YMAX gives the normalization 

factor used. Its small value reflects the fact that, before 

normalization, the multiplication factors {QS, RANGE, RES, 

XE) affect tne Y values. Noting that XMAX = .6125, com

ponent 7 (EuTTA) is identified.. The data points for EuTTA 
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TABLE VI 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF A FOUR COMPONENT MIXTURE 

TOTAL. NUMBER OF MIXTURES=- 1 
' -

CONSIDER 5-TANDARDS FROM 6 TO 9 

NAME XMAX XX MAX 

6 .5975 le673 
7 ·6125 1·632 
8 .5250 le904 
9 .5450 1.834 

WAVELENGTHS 

.4750 .4775 .4800 .4825 .4850 .4875 .4900 
1114925 .4950 .4975 .5000 .5025 • 5050 e5075 
.5100 .5125 .5150 .5J 75 .5200 .5225 ·5250 
.5275 .5300 .5325 .5350 .5375 ·5400 .5425 
.5450 .5475 .5500 .5525 e5550 • 5575 .5600 
.5625 .5650 .5675 .5700 ,5725 • 5750 ,5775 
,5800 .5825 .5850 .5875 ,5900 .5925 .5950 
,5975 .6000 .6025 .6050 ,6075 etilOO .6125 
.6150 .6175 .6200 .62'25 • €.25 0 • i275 •. 6.300 
• 63-25 .6350 .6375 .e400 ,6425 e645Q .6475 
• 6.500 .6525 .6550 .6575 .6600 •. 6625 .6650 
e6675 .6700 .6725 .6750 

NAME LEX IT RES QS RANGE XE 
37 390 188.0 45.8 .01 1.685 

CORRECTED NORMALIZED y VALUES 

.0542 .0642 .0759 .091.l .1136 e 1414 .1574 

.1671 .1110 .1742 .1760 .1836 .1fH39 .1929 

.1978 .2015 .2049 ,2067 .2033 • ;;n49 ·2195 

.2177 .2175 .2162 .2132 .2221 • 2652 .3581 

.3892 .3419 .2735 .2663 .2805 • 3656 .5444 

.5948 .5005 .4416 .333.7 .2215 e 1919 .1629 

.1568 .1734 .2140 .25·8.6 .3233 , 4391 .55,62 

.6505 .5414 .4957 .4656 .4682 • 7268 1. 000.0 

.5474 .1726 .0556 .0155 ,0053 .0027 .0083 
• 02.5 7 .0614 .1018 .1533 .2193 .2656 .2221 
, l 73'.3 .1092 .0699 .03.57 ,0109 .0037 ,0000 
,0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

YMAX=.0.0 .. 03 XMAX=.6125 
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED) 

MIXTURE CONTAINS COMPONENT 7 

y VALUES AFTER REMOVING THIS COMPONENT 

.0542 .0642 .0759 .0911 • 1136 e 1414 .1574 

.1671 .1110 .1742 .1760 .1836 .1889 ·1929 

.1978 .2015 .2049 .2067 .2033 .2149 •. 2195 

.2177 .2175 .2162 .2132 .2221 .2652 ·3581 

.3892 .3419 .2735 .2663 .2805 • 3656 .5444 

.5948 .5005 ~ .4416 .3337 • 2260 .1873 .1517 ·, 

.1420 .1581 .1876 .2005 112353 • 3346> ·4622 

.6092 .5244 .4804 .4385 .3751 .2383 .0000 
110000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0025 
.0221 .0614 .1018 .1533 112193 .2656 .2221 
.1733 .1092 .0699 .0357 .0109 .0037 • ,Q.Q:00 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

YMAX=.6092 XMAX=.5975 

MIXTURE CONTAINS COMPONENT 6 

y VALUES AFTER REMOVING THIS COMPONENT 

.0890 .1054 .1246 .1496 .l8t>5 ·2321 .2584 

.2743 .2807 .2859 .2890 .3014 .3101 .3166 

.3247 .3308 .3364 .3394 .3327 ·3507 .3547 

.3469 .3475 .3424 .3396 • 3602 .4326 .5835 

.6253 .5286 .3879 .3210 112287 • 2026 .1827 

.1506 .1462 .1482 .1154 .0810 .1456 e 1470 

.1305 .1361 .1220 .0744 110290 • 0510 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0000 • 0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0021 .0000 
110205 .0000 .. ooaz .0206 .0013 .0005 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

YMAX=.6253 XMAX=e5450 
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TABLE VI CCONTINUEDI 

MIXTURE CONTAINS COMPONENT 9 

y VALUES AFTER REMOVING THIS COMPONENT 

.1250 .1448 .1657 .1811 ·1801 • 2096 ·2225 

.2548 .2998 .3393 .3640 .3872 .4005 ·4107 

.. 4211 .4282 .4332 .4381 e4236 ·4496 .4547 

.4428 .4413 .4303 .42J.5 .4122 .3172 .2479 

.0000 .0841 .1231 .2259 ·2454 .2305 •. 2130 

.1666 .1624 .1687 .1253 .0713 el72S .1669 

.1255 .1351 .1203 .0558 • 0000 • 0367 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0034 .0000 

.0328 .0000 .0132 .0329 .0021 .ooos .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

YMAX=.4547 XMAX=.5250 

MIXTURE CONTAINS COMPONENT S 

y VALUES AFTER R!iiMOVING THIS COMPONENT 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0057 .0030 .o,ooo 

.0043 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0000 .0,000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • 0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0076 .0000 

.0122 .0000 .0290 .0725 .0046 • 001@ .0000 

.0000 ·.0000 .0000 .0000 

YMAX=.G725 XMAX=~657~ 
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· are then subtracted, leaving a curve with .IMAX= 05975. In 

succeeding steps, components 6, 9 and 8 (Sm, Tb. and Gd) are 

then identified. 

In order to graphically observe the successive steps 

in a mixture analysis a further calculation is necessary, 

since the data nave been normalized in each stepo There~ore, 
. . 

a final plot calculation program (Appendix I) was written, 

to be used in conjunction with the plot subroQtineo ~he Y 

values after each step in the mixture analysis were read 

from data cards, and the normalization factors used in each 

step (YMAXl, YMAX2, etc.) were definedo The original curve 

for the mixture, and the curve after subt:r·acting the first 

component wer~ correct as read. However, in order to main-

ta.in the same scale for the entire plot, the data point·s 

after normali,zation and subtraction of the second component 

had to be multiplied by YMAXlo The next set was· multiplied 

'by both YMA.Xl and YMAX2, and the procedure oontinuedo As a 

result of .these calculations, a plot showing the curve after 

subtraction of each component (Figure 14) was obtained, with 

all curves qn the same scale. It is si.gnificant that the 

points after removal of all components·lie very close to 
!~ 

zero. Negative fluctuations were not possible, since any 

negative values in. the analysis procedure were set equal to 

zeroo The remaining deviations f'rom: a perfect base line are 

due to experh1.ental errors, errors in conversion to digital 

data, and to the effects of' one chelate upon the others 

presento 

A wide variety of' mixtures was analyzed by this method, 
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with all of the results as expected. The mixtures analyzed 

with the compon•nts identified, are shown in Tabl• VII. In 

several cases, the same component is identified more than 

one~. This is again a result of experimental errors and of 

the slight spectral changes that occur due to interaction 

between mixture components. It is probable that much ot 

thi~ repetition could be avoided if a direct digital read~ 

out spectrofluorometer were used to provide. accurate numer

ical readings at closely spaced (1 mlJ. or less) intervals. 

The results obtained, however, were entirely satisfac

tory for the procedure and equipment_ employed. Mixture 

number 27 represented the only case in which an "extra" 

component was ideritified. In this spectrum, it had been 

observed earlier that europium was present as a trace 

impurity and this observation was therefore confirmed. 
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TABLE VII 

, Mixtures Analyzed and Results 

Identification Components. Found 
number(s) 

10,12 2Xl0-3M SmD SmD 
, .. ··:,::. ":'' 1Xl0-5M EuD EuD 

li 1X10-3M SmD smn 
5Xl0-6M EuD EuD 

13 1Xl0- 3M SmB SrriB 
5Xio-6M EuB EuB 

14,15 1Xl0-3M SmB SmB 
lXlO-SM EuB EuB 

16,17 4Xl0-4M S:mB SmB 
l.6Xl0-3TbB TbB 

1.'t° 

4Xl0-6M EuB 18 ., EuB ·i 

2Xlo- 3~ TbB TbB 

19,20 2Xl0-4M SmB SmB 
2x10""6M EuB EuB 
2Xl0-3M TbB TbB 

21 1xio-4M SmTTA SmTTA 
4Xl0-7M EuTTA EuTTA 

1Xl0-4M 
I 

22 SmTTA SmTTA 
6Xl0-7M EuTTA EuTTA 

23 lo2Xl0-5M SmTTA SmTTA 
5Xlo-'.\ GdTTA GdTTA 

24 2x10""5M SmTTA SmTTA 
1x10·<\ TbTTA TbTTA 
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TABLE VII (continued) 

Identification Components Found 
number(s) 

25 3Xlo""'7M EuTTA EuTTA 
5Xl0- 3M GdTTA GdTTA 

26 8Xl0-?M EuTTA EuTTA 
5Xl0-3M TbTTA TbTTA 

27 5Xl0-3M GdTTA GdTTA 
1Xl0-3M TbTTA TbTTA 

EuTTA 

28,29,30 2Xl0-5M SmTTA SmTTA 
6X10- 3M GdTTA GdTTA 
1Xl0-3M TbTTA Tb TT A 

31, 32 2Xl0-5M SmTTA SmTTA 
5Xl0-7M EuTTA EuTTA 
5Xl0-3M GdTTA GdTTA 

33,34 5Xl0-7M EuTTA EuTTA 
6Xl0-3M GdTTA ~dTTA 
1Xlo.;., 3M TbTTA TbTTA 

35, 36 1.5x10-5M SmTTA SmTTA 
5Xl0-7M EuTTA EuTTA 
1Xl0-3M Tb TT A TbTTA 

37, 38 lo5Xl0-SM SmTTA SmTTA 
5Xlo""7M EuTTA EuTTA 
6Xl0-3M GdTTA GdTTA 
1Xl0-3M TbTTA TbTTA 



CHAPT.ER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In summarizing the results of this investigation, it 

is again helpful to divide the study into several classifi

cations. The development of preparative methods for the 

rare earth che_latei:f, and the calibration of a sens! tive 

spectrofluor,om.eter .were necessary prerequisites to the 
,·· 

actual spectrofluorometric analysis and data-processing 

proced,ures. The .progress ma.d.e in each of these areas. will 

greatly facilitate further studies with this system. The 

methods established for the preparation of the tetrakis 

chelates of the rare earths with benzoylacetone, tibenzoyl

methane or thenoyltrifluoroacetone are.direct, and require 

very little time· in actual manipulation. Most· significantly, 

the products have consistently conformed to the expected 
. ' . . 

results and have been of high purity .. The Fa+-rand spec

trofluorometer, with the modifications described iarlier, 

has been shown- to provide excellent sensitivity and repro

ducibility .. The completion of all necessa.ry calibration 

steps concerned with the spectrofluorom,eter, and the use 

ot a computer program to perform the coz:rect1on procedures 

perm.1 ts the observation of tttrue II emission spectra.. Further

more, the calibration procedu~es employed could b~ dupli

cated fairly readily in the case of major instrumental 

73 
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modifications. 

The development of' methods for the actual' f'luorescen·ce 

analyi,:aes and the results obtained in this preliminary study 

shoul~ also enhance the feasibility of' more general 1nvest1-

gat1ons'of this typeo The fluorescence inalysis of the 

rare earths and the computer data-processing techniques 
. . . 

were shown to be quite promising f'or, ther qualitative analysis 

of' a rare earth m:txtureo 

It sh~uld be emphasized, however, th~t thfs has been' a 

preliminary investigation cmly. Many more faoet.s of ·the 

methods used should be studied before extensive usefulness 

is claimed. For the rare earths in particular, dif'~erent 

chelate systems may be shown to of'fer more advantages than 

those employed 1n the present study o, It would bf3 o.f;,special 

interest to extend the scope of the fluorescence analysis 

procedures to the weakly f'luorese:lng rare earths, including 

praseodymium; holmium and erbium. This might be a·ccomplished 

by the use of a -more _efficient chelate system or by the de-
r 

velopmen t o t increase~,· inst rumetltal sensitivity o In order 

to simplify the method f~r general routine analysis, direct 

s.olution studies, with the crystallizatiop. step elimj_nated, 

warr~nt inv•stigation. 

The fluorescence procedure will undoubtedly be most 

useful if ~t may, be extended to the quantitative analysis 

of the rare earths. Before this achieved, detailed studies 

of quenching and i~terfer.ence effects will be necessary. 
! 

It may be clear that, at present, the most time-consuming 
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and errcfr-pro:n.e step in the procedure is the conversion of 

data· from g~aphical to digital fo~. If a method such as 

this, on.Eh involving point by point correction and compu;ber 

liuialysi.s, is to be fe~s1ble in routine analysis, it i~ 

imperative, that direct digital readout systems be employed. 

Such-ifstems coctpled directly to a card punch, should allow 
' 

the use of ra:pid and accurate computer data..;.1process1ng 

techniques. Automated methods of spectral interpretation 

should t~en facilitate many fluorescence analyses .. 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

All of the major computer programs written for the 
·-. 

purposes of this investigation are included, in their final 

form. The programs were written in Fortran IV and are. 

designed for use with an IBM 1410 data processing systemo 

Although the programs.have been discussed earlier, 

short explanations and the necessary definitions are in

cluded on comment cardso It should be noted that, for 

printing purposes, long statements have been continued on 

the following line. In actual use, these statements were 

wri tt,en on one line, or continuation cards were used.. The 

three plo,t pro gr.ams all call for the plot subroutine given 

a.s the last pro gram. 

During this investigation, cvards were punched for the 

experimental data used in the .. correcti9n and normalization 

prcrgrams. These programs included card outputs to provide 
' 

the corrected data for the plot' and mixture analysis pro

grams .. For the most efficient use of this method of anal

ysis, some of the programs (Le. correction and plot of 

standards, ana,lysis and plot .of mi:x:tur.es) should be com

bined. Present core storage 'facilities did not permit this, 
. ' 

but such a combination will be feasible ~hen an IBM 7040 

system becomes available. 
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'It may be estimated that after the spectral data have 

been converted to digital form and' the cards punched, ·and 
. I 

when standard data are available, the correction, analysis 

and plot ot. the spectrum of a mixture requires approx

imately one minute. This time will probably be less when 

the programs are combined and when an object deck (rather 

than a Fortran deck) is used. 
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C CALCULATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS 
C Cl AND CZ= RADIATION CONSTANTS 
C LAMBDA~ WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS 
C TRANS= TRANSMITTIVITY OF LAMP ENVELOPE 
C EMISS = EMISSIVITY OF TUNGSTtN 
C AT 0.655 MICRONS, E = EMISS AND 0.808 = TRANS 
C TB= BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE , T = STRIP TE~PERATURE 
C FREQ= FREQUENCY IN RECIPROCAL MICRONS 
C RESP= RECORDED SIGNAL, IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
C CFACT=CORRECTION FACTOR IN RELATIVE QUANTA PER U~IT 
C FREQUENCY INTERVAL 
C CORRL=CORRECTION FACTOR IN RELATIVE ENERGY PER UNIT 
C WAVELENGTH INTERVAL 

REAL LAMBDA 
D I M EN S 10 N L AM B D A ( 41 l , T RANS ( 4 1 l , TB ( 8 ) , T ( 8 ) , E ( 8 l , 

EM I SS ( .4 1 l , R ESP < 41 l 
1 FORMAT(2F6.3) 
2 FORMAT{F8e2,F6.3) 
4 FORMAT(1Hl,2X,2HTB,7X,1HT/2f8~2l 
5 FORMAT(/16X,~HLAMBDA,1X,5HEMISS~1X,5HTRANS,2X,4HFREQ 

3X,4HRESP,4X,6HENERGY,7X,5HCORRL,8X,5HCFACT/l 
6 FORMAT(l6X,3F6.3,2F7.3,3El2.4l 
7 FORMAT( I3l. 
8 FORMAT(12F6.3l 

Cl=3.7412E~04 
q2= 1,438 5 
DOl lM=l,41 · 

11 READ( 1,ll (LAMBDAIMHTRANS<M) l 
D012N=b8. 

1 2 RE AD ( 1 , 2 l I TB ( N l , E ( N.) l 
C CALCULATION OF STR)P TEMPERATURE 

DO 30 J=l,8, 
PROD==O. 808*E{I l 
T (I l = C2 ( ( 0 • 65 5 * ( A LOG ( P RO D l + C 2 I ( 0 • 6 5 5 * T B < I l l l l 
WRilE<3,4lJBlll,.TJil 
READ ( 1, 8 l < 'EM l SS ( J l , J= 1, 41 l 

10 WRITE(3,5l 
READ Cl , 8 l ( R E S P ( K l , k = 1 , 41 l 

C CALCULATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS 
D020 L=l,41 

. TERM=C2/(LAMBDAILl*T(Ill 
ENERGY= { EM I SS( l. l *TRANS IL l 1~c 1 l I {LAMBDA< L l *LAMBDA ( L) * 

EXP(TERMll 
CFACT = ENERGY/RESP<Ll 
FREQ=l./LAMBDA<Ll 
CORRL=CFACT I (LAMBDA ( L l *LAMBDA< L l *LAMBDA ( L l l . 

20 WRITE{3,6)LAMBDA{L),EMISS{L) ,TRANS{L),FREQ,RESPIL), 
ENERGY,(ORRL,CFACT 

READ(l,7JJJ 
IF(JJ.EQ.l)GO TO 10 

C DATA CARD{O OR llPERMITS MULTIPLE CALCULATIONS OF 
C CFACT AT ONE TEMPERATURE VALUE 

30 CON TI NUE 
END 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

CORRECTION AND NORMALIZATION OF STANDARD CURVES 1-9 

Y = INTENSITY IN RELATIVE UNITS 
X = WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS 
XX= FREQUENCY IN RECIPROCAL MICRONS 
CFACT = CORRECTION FACTOR IN REL.ATIVE QUANTA PER 

UNIT FREQUENCY INTERVAL 
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QSS • STANDARD QUININE SULFATE REFERENCE PEAK HEIGHT 
QS = OBSERVED QUININE SULFATE PEAK HEI~HT 
RES= RESISTANCE ON DiCADE BOX 
RANGE= RANGE OF MIGROAMMETER 
XE= CORRECTION FACTOR FOR XENON LAMP FOR EXCITATION 

WAVELENGTH USED 
~EXIT= EXCITATION WAVELENGTH 
NAME= IDENTIFICATION NUMBER l=SMD, 2=EUD, 3=SMB, 

. 4=EUB9 5=TBB, 6•SMTTA, 7=EUTTA, S=GDTTA, 9=TBTTA 
XMAX = WAVELENGTH AT WHICH MAXIMUM INTENSITY OCCURS 
DIMENSIONXC81),XX(81l,Y(8lt9),CFACT&81),NAME(9), 

XMAX!9),XXMAX(9),YMAX19) 
FORMAT:( 9FB·4> 
FORMAT(2I4,2F6.l,2F6·3) 
FORMAT(l2F6.4» 
FORMAT<2I4) 
FORMAT<llFl0.4) 
FORMAT(/48X,32HCORRECTED NORMALIZED INTENSITIES/) 
FORMATC7X,1HX,8X,2HXX,~(9X,ll)J 
FORMAT(I4,FS.4) 
FORMAT ( lH 1, 5X, 4HNAME ,2x, 5HLEX IT, 4X ,2HXE., 4X ,2HQS,4X, 

3HRES,3X,5HRANGE,4X,4HXMAX,4X,5HXXMAX,3X,4HYMAX/) 
FORMAT(5X,I3,l7,F8.3,F6.l,F7.l,F7.2,F8e4,F9.4,F8.4J 
CALCULATION OF WAVELENGTHS 
Xll)=.4750 
XXtl)=2.1053 
DO 20 1=2,81 
XCf)=XtI~ll+e0025 

20 XX(IJ=l./X(I) 
C CORRECTION OF DATA 

QS.5=60. O 
REAO(l,4JMINN,MAXN 
READ<l,ll CCFACT(K),K=l,al> 
WRITE(3,9) 
DO 100 N=MINNtMAXN 
READtl,21NAME«Nl,LEXIT,RES,QS.RANGE,XE 
READ ( l , 3 ) ( Y ( K t N ) , K = l , 81 l 
DO 21 K=l,8·1 

21 Y(K,N>=Y(K,Nl*CFACTfK)*lQS/QSS)*RANGE*Cl./RES)*XE 
·C NORMALIZATION OF DATA 

M=l 
YMAX<N>=Y<l.,N, 
D022 J=2,81 
ff(YMAX(N).GT.YtJ.N)lGOT023 
M•.J 
YMAX<N>=Y!J,N) 

22 CONTINUE 



C CORRECTION AND NORMALIZATION {CONTINUED) 
c 

XMAXCNl=XCM) 
XXMAX.C N) =XX (Ml 
WRITEC3,10)NAMECN>,LEXIT,XE,QS,RES,RAN~E~XMAX<N>, 

XXMAX <N ). , YMAX tN) 
WRITE<2,8)NAMElN),XMAX(Nl 
DO 3G•Ki=1,81 

3Q Y(K,Nl=Y<K,N)/YMAX(N) 
100 WRITEC2,lltY(K,Nl,K=l,81) 

WRITE(3,6) 
WRITEC3,7) INAME(N) ,N=l,9.) 
DO 200 K=l,81 

200 WRITE<3,5)XCK1,XX(K),tY<K,Nl,N=1,91 
END 
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8'1, 

C ANALYSIS OF MIXTURE 
c 
C !TOTAL• NUMBER OF MIXTURES, MINN AND MAXN = IDENTIFI-
C CATION NUMBERS OF FIRST AND LAST APPLICABLE 
C STANDARDS AND YY = INTENSITY IN RELATIVE UNITS 

c 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 

DI MENS I ON YY ( S 1., 10) , CF AC:T( 81) , xu;n) , xx ( 81) , YMAX t 10) , 
XMAX(lO),XXMAX<lO),NAMEilO),XMAXP(lO),XMAXM<lO) 
XMAXPP<lO),XMAXMMtlG) 

FORMAT(9F8•4) 
FORMAT<I4,iF8.4l 
FORMAT(2I4,2F6·1•2Fi•i) 
FOR~AT{l2F6.4) . 
FORMAT(lH1,25HTOTAL NUMBER OF MlXTURES=,13) 
FORMAT(//lX,2JHCONSIDER STANDARDS FROM,I3,3H T0,13) 
FORMAT(//10X,4HNAME,2X,4HXMAX,4X,5HXXMAX/) 
FO~MAT(lOX,I3,3X,F5.4,3X,F5•a) 
FORMAT(1Hl,4HNAME,3X,5HLEXIT,2X,3HR6S•4X,2HQS•5X, 

5HRANGE,3X,2HXE/) •. 
FORMAT(lX,I3,5X,l3•2X,F5.1,2X,F4•1,F~.2,f7.3) 
FORMAT<I4) 
FORMAT(//15X,a9HCORRECTED NORMA~lZEO Y VALUES/) 
FORMAT(2X,7f.8.4) 
FORMAT(/19X,5HYMAX=,F5.4,1X,SHXMAX=,F5.4) 
FORMAT(//2X,26HMIXTURE CONTAINS COMPONENT,11//) 
FORMAT<l/2X,45HMIXTURm CONTAINS NO OTHER STANDARD 

COMPONENTS) 
FORMAT(llX,38ttY VALUES AFTER REMOVING THIS COMPONENT/} 
FORMATt.//25X,llHWAVEL6NGTHS/) 
CALCULATION OF WAVELENGTHS 
X(U=.4750 
XX( l) =2.1053 
DO 20 1=2,81 
X(Il=X<I~l)+.0025 

20 XX( 1>=1./X( I} 
QSS=60•0 
READ(l,:3)ITOTAL 
READ<l,3lMlNN,MAXN 
READ( l,ll (G:FAGT(Kl ,K=l,8l> 
WRITE(3,fi)ITOTAL 
WRITEC3,6iMINN,MAXN 
WfHTE<3,7> 

C READ IN DATA,FOR STANDARDS 
DO $0 N=MINN,MAXN 
REAO(l,2lNAME<N),XMAX,Nl,XXMAX<NI 
WRITEC:3,8lNAMli((N) ,XMAX(N) ,XXMAX.,N) 

50 READ( 1,ll (YY<K,N) ,K=l,8U 
WIHTEC:3,18> 
WRITEC:3,1:3) CX(K),l<.=l,S.l> 
D020Q 11=1,ITOTAL 
N=lG 

C READ IN DATA FOR MIXTURi 
AEAD(l,3)NAME(Nl,L5XIT,RES,Q£~RANG6,~E 
WRITE,:a,9) 
WRITE<3,10lNAMECNl,LEXIT,R6S,QS,RANGE,XE 



C ANALYSIS OF MIXTURE (CONTINUED) 
c 

WRITE<2,lltNAMEIN) 
READ(l,4JCYYCK,NJ,K=l,Bl) 

C CORRECT DATA FOR MIXTURE 
DO 21 K=l,81 

88 

21 YY!K,Nl=YYIK,NJ*CFACTlKl*(QS/QSS)*RANGE*Cl./RESt*XE 
C NORMALIZE DATA FOR MIXTURE 

M=l 
YMAX(Nl=YY(l,Nl 
0022 J=2,81 
!F(YMAXCN).GT.YYCJ,N)}GOT022 
M=J 
YMAXCN)=YY(J,Nl 

22 CONTINUE 
XMAX(N)=X(M) 
XXMAX(N):XX(M) 
WRlTEf3,12) 
00 23 K=l,81 

23 YY{K,Nl=YYCK,N)/YMAX(N) 
WRITEC3,13)CYY<K,N),K=l,81) 
WRITEC2,llfYY(K,N),K=l,81) 
WRITEt'.3,141.YMAXCNl,XMAXCN} 
WRITEC2,14)YMAX1N),XMAXtNI 

C IDENTIFY MIXTURE COMPONENTS BY MATCHING PEAK 
C WAVELENGTHS WITH STANDARDS 

DO 100 JJ=MINN,MAXN 
XMAXPCNJ=XMAXtN)+.002i 
XMAXM<Nl=XMAXtN}-.0025 
XMAXPP(Nl=XMAXCNJ+.0050 
XMAXMM.( N l =XMAX < N )- • 0050 
M=O 
DO 70 I=MINN,MAXN 
IF ( XMAX ( N.) •. EQ • XMAX ( I J.) M= l 
!FfXMAXP(Nl.EQ.XMAX(Il)M=I 
IF (XMAXM ( N). EQ. XMAX ( l l')M= I 
IFIXMAXPP(N).EQ.XMAX(!J)M=I 
IFfXMAXMM.lN}.EQ.XMAXll))M=I 

70 CONTINUE 
IFCMINN.EQ.l}GOTO 73 
IFCMINN.EQ.3)GOTO 71 
IF(MINN.EQ.6)GOTO 72 

71 fFCXMAXCN).EQ.0.5625)M=3 
GOl073 

72 IFfXMAX<N>~EQ.0.5625)M=6 
XMAXGP=XMAX{N)+.0075 
XMAXGM=XMAX{N)-.0075 
lF(XMAXGP.EQ.XMAX(8f)McS 
IF(. XMAXGM• EQ • XMAX .( 8 l JM=S 

73 IF(M.NE.O}WRITEl3,15}M 
tF(M.EQ.O)WRITE(3,16·) 
IF(M.EQ.O)GOT0200 

C SUBTRACT POINTS FOR COMPONENT IDENTIFIED 
D080 K=l,81 



C ANALYSIS OF MIXTURE (CONTINUED> 
c 

YY.(K,N)=YYCK,N>-YY(K,M) 
80 IFCYYCK,Nl•LT.O.OJYY<K,N)=O.O 

WRITE(2,17) 
WRITE<3,13)(YY(K,NJ,K=l,81) 
WRITEC2,ll(YY(K,Nl,.K=l,81) 

C NORMALIZE NEW CURVE 
L•l 
YMAX(N)=YY(l,N) 
DO 90 J=2,81 
lF(YMAX(N).GT.YYiJ,N))GOT090 
L=J r 

YMAX(N)=YYiJ,Nl 
90 CONTINUE 

XMAXCNl•X(Ll 
XXMAXCN)=XX(LJ 
WRITEC3,14)YMAX(N),XMAX(N) 
WRITE(2,14)YMAXCN).XMAX(N) 
00 91 K=l,81 

91 YY<K,N>=YYCK,Nl/YMAX(Nl 
C REPEAT TO IDENTIFY REMAINING COMPONENTS 

100 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 

END 
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C PLOT OF CORRECTED NORMA~IZED INTENSITY VERSUS 
C WAVELENGTH OR FREQUENCY 
c 

DIMENSION X(8l),Y(81) 
l FORMAT(9F8e4) 

DO 50 .J=l,18 
C READ IN Y VALUES FROM CORRECTION PROGRAM 

READCl,l)(YCKl,K=l,81) 
C CALCULATE WAVELENGTH INTERVAL.S 

X(l)=.4750 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

0020 1=2,81 
20 X<I>=X<I-l)+.0025 · 

CALL PbOT(X,.4750,.6710,0,Y,.o,1.o,o,o.,o.,o.,o,a1,1, 
1,3,2) 

50 CONTINUE 

l 
2 

20 

40 

STOP 
END 

PLOT COMPARING EXPERIMENTAL AND CORRECTED VALUES FOR 
SMD 

DIMENSION X(l62>~Y(l62) 
FORMAT(l2F6.4) 
FORMAT(9F8e4) 
CALCULATE WAVELENGTH INTERVALS 
X(l)=.4750 
DO 20 1=2;81 
Xill=X<I-l}+.0025 
)((82!)=.4750 
0040 1=83,162 
X(IJ=X(I~l>+~0025 
READ EXPERIMENTAL AND CORRECTED Y VALUiS 
READ ( l, 2 l C y·c K h K= l t 81) 
READ(l,l)1Y(K),K=81,162) 
NORMAwIZE EXPERIMENTAL. Y VALUES 
YMAX1!1Y(82) 
0021 .J=83,162 
IFtYMAX.GTeY(J))GOT021 
YMAX=Y.( .J) 

21 CONTINUE 
D022K=82 1,162 

22 Y(K>=YlK)/YMAX 
WRITE<3,2)(Y{K),K=l,162) 
CALL PLOTtX,.4750,.6750,0,Y~.o,1.o,o,o.,o.,o.,o,162,2, 

STClP 
EiND 

1,3,21 L 



c 
c 

l 
c 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

CALCULATIONS FOR SUCCESSIVE PLOT OF MIXTURE ANALYSIS 

DIMENSION X(405),Yt405) 
FORMAT(9F8e4) 
CALCULATE WAVELENGTH INTERVALS 
X<ll=•4750 
DQ20I=2,81 
X(l)=X(I~l)+.G025 
X(82l=e4750 
DQ 21 1=83,162 
X(I)=X(I-1)+.0025 
X(l63)=.4750 
DO 22 1=164,243 
XCil=X<I-l)+.0025 
X(244)=.4750 
DO 23 1=245,324 
X(Il=X(I-ll+.0025 
X(325)=.4750 
DO 24 1=326,405 
XCI)=XCI-1)+.0025 
READ CORRECTED Y VALUES FOR MIXTURE, Y VALUES AFTER 

SUBTRACTING FIRST COMPONENT ANDY VALUES 
AFTER NORMALIZING AND SUBTRACTING 
SECOND COMPONENT .( CALGULATED IN MIXTURE 
ANALYSIS) ETCETERA 

READ( 1,1) (Y(K) ,K=l,405) 
YMAX rs THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR USED IN THE MIXTURE 

ANALYSIS 
YMAXl =.6092 
YMAX2=.6253 
YMAX3=.4547 

C MULTIPLY FINAL Y VALUES BY YMAX TO CONVERT TO 
C ORIGINAL SCALE 

DO 30 1=163,243 
30 YCIJ=Y(l)*YMAXl 

DO 31 1=244,324 
31 Y{I)=Y(I)*YMAXl*YMAX2 

DO 32 !=325,405 
32 Y(IJ=Y(I)*YMAXl*YMAX2*YMAX3 

WRITE(3,l)(Y(I),I=l,405) 
WRITECZ,lJ(X(IJ,I=l,405) 
WRITECZ,l)(Y(I},I=l,405) 
END 

C PLOT SHOWING SUCCESSIVE STAGES IN A MIXTURE ANALYSIS 
c 

DIMENSION XC405),Y(405) 
1 FORMAT(9F8e4) 

R. E AD ( 1 , l l ( X ( I l , l = 1 , 4 0 5 l 
READ ( 1, 1) ( Y ( I ) , I= 1 , 40 5 I 
CALL PLOT(X,.4750,.67BO,O,Y,.o,1.o,o,o.,o.,o.,Q,405,i, 

2 t 3 ., 2) 
STOP 
END 
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C PLOT SUBROUTINE 
c 
C GENERAL PLOTTING SUBROUTINE DEVELOPED BY E.J. KOBETICH 
C (KANSAS STATE UNIViRSITYJ AND ADAPTED BY R.W. 
C WHITNEY AND C.F. CROMWELL (OKLAHOMA STATE 
C UNIVERSITY) 
C FURTHER MODIFICATIONS WERE MADE FOR THE PURPOSES OF 
C THIS INVESTIGATION 

SUBROUTINEPLOT<X,XMIN,XMAX,LX,Y,YMIN,YMAX,LY,Z,ZMIN, 
ZMAX,LZ,NPT,NPLOT,NCOPYtNCD,NDIMJ 

DIMENSION X ( 1 ) , Y ( 1 ) ,z (1 ) , SX( 9 ) , Tl T LE ( 8 l , L ( 134) , NCH ( 41 l , 
MOP(18l ,SXI<9J 

l FORMAT(8Al0) 
2 FORMAT(58Al,2A9,4Al) 
3 FORMAT(1Hl,26X,8A10) 
4 FORMAT<lH ,Al,5X,F4.2,122All 
5 FORMAT(l33Al) 
6 FORMATtlOX,F5.4,7(10X,F5.4l,8X,F5•4> 
7 FORMAT(1PE17.2,Ell6.2) 
8 FORMATC1PE17.2,E61.2,E55.2J 
9 FORMATflPE17.2,2E40.2,E36.2J 

10 FORMAT(lPE17.2,3E30.2,E26.2) 
11 FORMAT(lPE17.2,4E24.2,E20.2) 
12 FORMAT(63X,2A9) 

112 FORMAT(lHA,57X,28HFREQUENCY-REClPROCAL MICRONS) 
106 FORMATllOX,F5e3,7(10X,FS.3},8X,F5.3l 

SLOG(f)=ALOGCF)/2.302585 
LLX=LX+l 
NDD=NCD+ 1 

GOTOC15,13,l4,13l,NDD 
13 READU,ll(TITLE(IJ,I=l,8) 
14 IF(NDO.GE.3)READtl,2l(MOP(Il,I=l,18),.(NCH<IJ,I=l,40l, 

TAB1,TAB2,ND,NP,NM,NB 
15 NCH ( 41 l =NB 

NPN=NPT/NPLOT 
lFtLXeGT.O)GOT017 
CX=l20./(XMAX-XMIN) 
SX(l)=XMIN 
SX(9)=XMAX 
SXI<l)=l./XMIN 
SXll9)=1./XMAX 
U=XMIN 
D016 K=2,8 
U=tXMAX-XMIN)/8.+U 
SX(K)=U 

16 SXI<KJ=l./SX(Kl 
GOT019 

17 XLX=LX 
CX=l20./XLX 
NX=SLOG(XMINl 
D018K=l,LLX 

18 SX(K)=lO.**(NX+K-1) 
19 CALLPOTlX,XMIN,LX,NPT,0,120.,GXl 

IF(LY.GT.0)GOT020 



C PLOT SUBROUTINE (CONTINUED) 
c 

CY=50./(YMAX-YMIN) 
GOT021 

20 YLY=LY 
CY=50./YLY 
KY=CY 
NY=SLOG(YMIN) 

21 CALLPOT(Y,YMIN,LY,NPT,1,50.,CY) 
IF(NDIM.LT·3lGOT024 
IF(LZ.GT.O)GOT022 
CZ=40e/(ZMAX-ZMIN) 
GOT023 

22 ZLZ=LZ 
CZ=40./ZLZ 

23 CALLPOT(Z,ZMIN,LZ,NPT,0,40.,CZl 
24 D050NN=l,NCOPY 

Ml=l 
Tl=33• 
LYY=LY 
TT=50. 
WRITE(3,3)(TITLE(l),I=l,8) 
D043KK=l,51 
N=l 
NNN=NPN 
JED=l 
T=51-KK 
D025J=l,133 

25 L(Jl=NB 
LC133)=ND 
IF(LY.GT.0lGOT026 
L( 13 l =NP 
IF(T.GT.TTlGOT030 
SCALE=T/CY+YMIN 
L(l331=NP 
N=O 
TT=TT-5. 
IF(T.LE.O.)SCALE=YMIN 
GOT030 

26 GOT0(27,27,28,28,27,28)~LY 
27 SS=KY*LYY 

GOT029 
28 SS=KY*LYY+l 
29 L(l3l=ND 

IF(T.GT.SS)GOT030 
SCALE=lO.**(NY+LYY) 
N=O 
LYY=LYY-1 
L(l3l=NP 
L(l33)=NP 

30 IF(50 •• EQ.T)GOT031 
IF(O •• NE.TlGOT037 

31 D032J=14d33 
32 L(Jl=NM 
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C PL.OT SUBROUTINE (CONTINUED) 
c 

If{LXeGT.O}GOT034' 
D033J=l3,133,15 

33 1..{J)=NP 
GOT036 

34 KX=l20/LX 
D035J=l3,133,KX 

3,S L(J)=NP 
36 IF(50 •• EQ.T)L(l33)=ND 
37 D040LM=l,NPLOT 

· · 38 
39 

00391;,,JED,NNN 
IF(YlI}.NE.T)GOT039 
J=X(l) 
If(NDIM.NE•3)GOT038 
IZ=Z(.I) 
L(0+13>=NCHtIZ+ll 
GOT039 
L.(J+l3l=NCH(LM) 
CONTINUE 
JED=NNN+l 
NN,N=NNN+NPN 

40 CONTINUE 
lf(TleNE.T)GOT041 
IF(l5 •• GE.T)GOT041 
L(2)=MOP(Ml) 
Ml=Ml+l 
Tl=Tl-1• 

41 IFCN.EQ.l)GOT042 
WRITEl3,4)L(2),SCALE,fL(J),J=l2tl33) 
GOT043 

42 WRITEl3,5)(LtJ),J=l,133) 
43 CONTINUE 

GOTOC44,45,46,47,48,49,44),LLX 
44 WRITE(3,6)(SXtK),K=l,9) 

GOT050 
45 WRITEC3,7)CSX(K>,K=l,LLX) 

GOT050 
46 WRITE(3,8)(SX(K),K=l,LLX) 

GOT050 
47 WRITE(3,9)(SX(K),K=l,LLX) 

GOT050 
48 WRITE<3,10)CSX<K>,K=l,LLX) 

GOT050 
49 WRITEf3,ll>CSX(KJ,K=l,LLX) 
50 WRITE<3,12JTAB1,TAB2 

WRITE(3,106)(SXI(K),K=l,9) 
WR I TE {. 3 , 112 l 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINEPOT{V,VMlN,LV,NP,J,VC+Cl 
DlMENSIONV(ll 
IFtLV •. GT .O·)GOT02 



C PLOT SUBROUTINE (CONTINUED) 
c 

DOlI =1,NP 
: 1 l V(l)=FL.OAT(IFIX<C*(V(I)-VMIN)+.5)) 

GOT04 
2 D03I=l,NP 
3 Vtl)=FLOAT(IFIXfC*<ALOG(V(ll/VMIN)/2.302585)+.5}} 
4 IF(J.GT.O)GOT07 

D06I=l,NP 
IF<V<I).LT.O.)GOT05 
IF(V(IJ.LEeVC)GOT06 

5 V(l>=VC+l. 
6 CONTINUE 
7 RETURN 

END 



APPENDIX II 

SAMPLE CALCUIATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS 

TB T 
2475.00 2813.95. 

LAMBDA EMISS TRANS FREQ RESP 

--:--300----:-45-6-----~-424- 3;333 6. 560 • 3T96E~l0- . ~Ta6-4f-09 .4872E-ll 
.310 .456 .592 3.225 6.600 .7242E-10 .3683E-09 .1097E-10 
.320 .457 .696 3.125 6.630 .1340E-09 .6171E-09 .2022E-10 

C-.--~~Q __ "!~-~- __ ,_I~~- }_~()_30 6.68() __ . •_?1_65_E_-09 .9019E-09 .3241E-10 
.34o .459 .146 2.941 6.680 .3212e-09 -- .1246e:....oa - - ·:4~i"9ae.:.:n,-· 
.350 .461 .748 2.857 6.690 .4778E-09 .1665E-08 .7142E-10 

----·-:360----~6i·--·-:7s2· ·2: 777 - 6. 700 .6827E-09 .2184E-08 .1019E-09 
.370 .463 .756 2.702 6.740 .955~~-09 .2799E-08 .1418E-09 
.380 .463 • 758- 2.631- 6.780 .1306E-08 -.3513E-08------.1927E-09-
.390 ~462 .764 2.564 6.800 .1761E-08 .4368E-08 .2591E-09 

-·--:·4-c>"o---·-:-,;6T ___ : 161· - 2:500 6:810 .232ae-oa :s29·se::.·a,r···· -·:33a9e.:.-,,-9· 
.410 .460 .771 2.439 6.900 .3036E-08 .6384E-08 .4400E-09 

---··:1tio··--:-4sif-- .111 2.-3ao 6.990 .3<io6e.:.oa :1s4'3e::.·oa··----~-5~faae-.::09--
.43o .457 .781 2.325 7.010 .4960E-08 ~B901E-08 .7077E-09 
.440 .465 • 786 2.272 7.100 .6220E-08 .1028E-07- .8760E-1>9 
.450 .454 .791 2.222 7.150 .7730E-08 .• 1186E-07 .1os1E-08 

----~46<5° ---.-4s2 ·- • 794 ··2: 113 1.-230···· -· ~ 9464e-oa - , - : 13'+4E~ot--- ----:TJo<ie.::-aa-
.410 .451 .797 2.127 7.260 .1150E-07 .1526E-07 .1584E-08 ---~1taci---~i.so- -~-19a z~·oa3 1~2<io · .f3·a1e.:.01 · ·:111'i+e.:.-01--·-:Tif9se.:.-oa· 
.490 .449 .802 2.040 7.340 .1652E-07 .1913E-07 .2251E-08 
.500 .448 • 804 2. 000 . 7 .360 --· • l 9.55E-0·7--- ... 2126E-07 - .2657°E-08 
.510 .447 .806 1.960 7.400 .2297E-07 .2340E-07 .3105E-08 -- ---~·sio --- ·:·iti.6 --···: ao1 1 :923- 1 .420 : 2<> 11e,;.:01 · :2s66e.:.oi --· ·:·36·oa·e.::'ffif-
• 53o .445 .ao1 1.886 1.400 .3095E-o7 .2a10E-01 .4183E-oa 

··:s4·o- ~444 .so1 1.851 1.380 .3ss1e-01 --:306fe-.::01·---·--.,.a2oe·.:01r-
.sso .443 .809 1.818 7.310 .4074E~07 .3350E-07 .5573E-08 
.560. -.442 .a10· 1. 785 ·7.230 ... ··;4634E-07 ____ .• 3650E-07 --- .64lOE-08 
.570 .440 .811 1.754 7.180 .5233E-07 .3935E-07 .7288E-08 
::5ao·· ·:-438 · .aii i.124 1.120 :sa121:-01 :1t227E~o1----·:a2"ita~oa-· 
.590 .436 .811 1.694 7.020 .6559E-07 .4549E-07 .9344E-08 

· -~-600· -·~434 · .s11 1.666 6.810 .1294e-01 .tt<ifs·e::.t>'f ___ ---:To6re.::-01-
.610 .433 .811 1.639 6.800 .8096E-07 .5245E-07 .1190E-07 
.620 .431 -- .a11· 1.612 6.100 .a930E-01·····-·.ss92e-·01- .1fift-01 
.630 .429 .810 1.587 6.690 .9800E-07 .5858E-07 .1465E-07 

--~64o ~-4ia - ~a10 1.562 6.-6,ro· · .101se-06 ~6-i4ie:.:or-----;T6101:::-cr1--
.6so .427 .810 1.538 6.670 .1176E-06 .6421E-07 .1763E-07 

--- ~660 :426·- ~Eio1·· i-:sis···- 6.660 - -~i211e-06 ·------.6612t::01··---~T9Tae--o't'-· 
.670 .424 .ao1 1.492 6.650 .13ase-06 .6925E-o7 .2082e-01 

· .6ao·- .422· · .a·o1··-·1.410 -6.640·-·-·.1497e-06 _____ ;nne-01 .22s4e-01 
.690 .421 .806 1.449 6.630 .1615E-06 A7418E-07 .2436E-07 

- :100 :4'19 .806 T~428 6~620 --.i736E-06- ··-.7649E..;.07--·--;·2623E..::or .. 
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